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.
A STUDY OF THERMAL DIFFUSE

X-RAY SCATTERING FROM LEAD

Sanford L. Schuster, Ph.De

University of Nebraska, 1969

Adviser: John We Weymouth

ABSTRACT

A detailed study has been made of thermal diffuse

x-ray scattering (TDS) from lead single crystalse  The

intensity of this scattering is compared with the expected

intensity calculated by use of lead phonon dispersion

curves determined by means of slow neutron scattering*

This study was initiated in order to examine the extent

to which x-rays, as,distinct from neutrons, can be used

to obtain reliable phonon dispersion curves in metals.

For the few cases that exist in the literature where dis-

· persion curvea -have been measured in metals with x-rays,

the frequencied, as compared with those obtained by neutron

scattering, often are lower by as much as 10% or more.  In

order   to de termine dispersion curves from scattered x-ray

intensities, corrections   must   be   made which depend   on   the

dispersion curves, and for metals the approximations used

I for the burves Have not been vdry good.

The. TDS from lead was measured in the longitudinal

+                          and transverse branches along the [100]   and Illl] directions.

\



The crys tals were acid polished, ion bgmbarded, carbon

sputtered, and mounted in a vacuum.chamber on a dif-

fractometer.  The intensity measurements were made by, a

scanning technique which incorporates a multiscalere

Amorphous scattering from lucite was used to determine

both the normalization factor for the intensity and the

correct polarization factor for the crystal pre-

monochromatore

For the calculations of the expected TDS, 1000K
--

dispersion curves obtained by neutrons and corrected to
- P -

room temperature were used.  The one phonon intensity was

calculated directly from the [100] and [111] phonon data.

The two phonon intensity was calculated  by  a  me thod which
---.....

expresses the cross section in terms of atomic force con-

stants. The intensity of the higher order scattering was

calculated by a method in which the Debye-Jauncey relation

for TDS is expanded in powers of the Debye-Waller factor

and the first two terms are subtracted. In addition, ·a

very small Comptoh scattering contribution was calculated.

 

In comparing the measured intensity with the sum

of all the calculated contributions it is observed that

in all cases, except   for some points along   the  11]  trans -

verse branch, the measured intensity is greater. The

differences range from 10% to 60% or higher and have a

periodic dependence on reciprocal lattice position.  No

satisfactory explanation for this discrepancy has been

found.

\
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I.     INTRODUCTION

Ie ae The Use of Thermal Diffuse X-Ray Scattering

to .Determine Dispersion Curves in Crystals

The rmal diffuse x-ray scattering     (TDS)     is    one    of

the tools used to determine the dispersion relations of

lattice waves in a crystal. It provides an indirect

approach, since the energy change of a photon in a photon-

single phonon scattering process is too small to be

measured* This energy change  is  he
, where   h is Planck; s

constant and e  is the phonon frequency.  The frequency

versus wave vector characteristics of the lattice vibra-

tions have to be determined from the intensity of the

total scattering, and this includes not only photon-single

phonon scattering events, but also photon-multiple phonon

scattering events and Compton scatteringe  On the other

hand, the inelastic scattering of slow neutrons provides

a direct means for determining dispersion relations, since

the energy change «of a neutron in a neutron-phonon scatter-

ing process is of the same order of .magnitude as the

initial neutron energy.

Past investigations in which x-rays have been used

to determine dispersion relations in metals (1,2,3,4,5,6)

yield curves which generally fall below the corresponding

curves determined by means of neutron scattering. Figures

1, 2, and 3 show the dispersion relations obtained with

neutrons and x-rays for Cu, Al, and Ni, respectively.

\
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The frequencies are shown plotted against a 9)1'11 ' where a

is the appropriate lattice constant, and g is the wave

vector magnitude associated with a vibrational state.

These differences most likely occur because of the diffi-

culties inherent in extracting the frequencies from the

x-ray datao  All contributions to the scattering other

than. the first order TDS must be subtracted from the

measured intensity.  Accurate calculations of the Compton

scattering are available for this purpose, (10) but if the

multiple phonon contributions are to be accounted for,

it is necessary that one assume a form for the dispersion

relations in order to calculate such contributions.

The best approximation used so far is that proposed by

Walker, (5) in which it is assumed that the crystal is

elastically isotropic, and that the dispersion curve for

any branch is given by the simple linear chain relatione

This approach is not very good for most metals since the
--

dispersion curves turn out to-differ considerably from

the linear chain belation. A second complication is' the

effect of the crystal surface on the scattering. As

discussed in Appendix D, x-rays do not penetrate far

below many surfaces because of high absorption. Thi h

means that any surface other than the perfectly flat

surface, for which the calculations are made, may lead

to incorrect dispersion relations, since the absorption

                           depends   on the shape  of the surface. Any surface

\
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cont aminations. will also have some effecte A third

problem is the use of the correct polarization factor

for the crystal monochromator used in the diffraction

systeme  This is discussed in Appendix Co

The purpose of the presedt work is the measurement

in the [1001 and [lll] directions of the TDS from lead

single crystals, and comparison with the expected intensity

cal culated  from the dispersion relations  for lead deter-

(11,12)mined by means of slow neutronso The use of the

known dispersion relations allows a calculation of the

(5)
higher order scattering better than that due to Walker,

and it is hoped that this comparison will help to clarify

the nature of the problems involved in analyzing TDS

from metals e

Ie be  Kohn Anomalies

A secondary purpose of this investigation is the

observation of possible Kohri anomalies, which show up

as singularities in the slope of the dispersion curveso

They arise from electron-phonon interactions and serve

as an image of the Fermi surface in the dispersion curvese

Stedman et ale(13) actually have mapped out the lead

Fermi surface by a detailed consideration of the suspected

Kohn anomalies in their dispersion curve data. (12) Since

the first order TDS essentially is proportional to 1-2 ,

it is hoped that the singularities can be confirmed in

the x-ray datao  The observation of Kohn anomalies with
\
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x-rays is complicated by the fact that not all of the

scattering is of the first order, and any small anomalies

could be lost in the statistical scatter of the datao
/

-        However, by far the greatest problem is the existence

of small powder peaks, which makes it very difficult to

select the true Kohn anomalies. One previous search for

Kohn anomalies in lead by means of TDS was reported in

1962.(14)

Ie co  Choice of Lead as the Sample

There are several reasons why lead was dhosen as the

me tal   t6 be examined. First, as is shown in Appendix J,

the second and higher order TDS contributes significantly

to the total scattering. Thus, the calculated second

'                order, in particular, should correspond to an appreciable

amount of the measured scatteringe Since lead has a low,

and now quite well established Debye temperature of about

850K at room temperature, as discussed in Appendix F,

and since the expbriment is carried out at room temperatures

it is possible to calculate the second order TDS using

the approach due to Froman, (15) in which it is assumed

that the average energy per vibrational mode is kT e  The

problem would be complicated greatly if this were not the

caseo Another advantage of lead is that sample fluores-

cence is no problem when CuK« radiation is used. The

CuKa, line of 1.5405 A falls well between the lead LIII

and MI edges, the wavelengths of·which are 0,9503 A and

\
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0
3.226 A, respectively.  Any fluorescence could be dis-

criminated against easily by the single channel analyzer

employed in the detection system, but none was ever

observed. The high absorption coefficient of lead for

the radiation employed is both an advantage and a dis-

advantagee  It is an advantage if one desires to look

at the role which surface effects play in the measured

scattering, but it is certainly a disadvantage if one

is attempting to investigate the lattice vibrations onlye

The immediate availability of oriented lead single crystals

in our laboratory is another important reason for choosing

lead as the sample.

*

i
\.



II o  DETAILS OF THE X-RAY APPROACH

9

II. a. Raw Data Accumulation

Although all components of the experimental apparatus

are required for data colle 6tion, the parts which are

involved either mechanically or electronically in the

actual data acquisition are the diffractometer, the

xenon-filled proportional tube and preamplifier packages

an amplifier and single channel analyzer unit, and a 128

channel analyzer (MCA) with IBM typewriter for print-

oute  Each of these units is discussed individually in

Section III.  The data is acquired in such a manner

that   variations   in the incident beam intensity   whi ch   are

of several hoursl duration have no effect on the shape

of the data.(16)  With 20 being the angle of scatter-

ing, the detector is made to scan back and forth over

selected 20 intervals in the e - 20 scan mode, a mode

in which the detector arm moves with twice.the angular

speed of the sample, while at the same time the MCAs oper-

ating in the multiscaling mode, is acquiring data cor-

responding to specific 20 intervals   in  each  of its channels o

The signals which contr61 the operation of the MCA are

provided by switches on the diffractometer which are
--

tripped at such times that the multi,scaling operation

of  the  MCA is synchronized  with  the  2 e scanning motion

of the detector.  This operation is discussed in detail

in Appendix Oo The signal is sent from the detector-
i.
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preamplifler package through the second amplifier, and then

to the single channel analyzer, in which the window is

set to encompass the peak associated with the 8.05 KeV
CuKot. line. The output of the single channel analyzer is.

then fed into the MCA.  In actual operation the system

would sometimes run continuously for four days, except

for data prints taken about every twelve hours of running

time. These prints were made in order not to lose data

due to a later malfunctioh of the system, an occurrance

which did happen occasionally.

The data accumulation procedure described above is

that used for the  [100] L and  [11]1 L modes, for which

the diffraction vector is maintained parallel to the

direction being investigated. This amounts to maintain-

ing the diffraction vector nearly perpendicular to the

surface of the  [1001 or Ill]1 oriented crystal under inves-

tigation.   Data is acquired by hand when the  [100] T and

Illl] T modes are investigated,-for these require recip'ro-

cal space traversals approximately perpendicular to the

crystal normale  Such traversals require changes not only

in   20,    but    also    in  w   , the sample angul ar motion which

is  independent  of  2 e   and  is  in  the di ffraction plane .

The experimental setup has no means by which these angular

changes can be carried out automaticallye

II. b. Amorphous Scattering

Scattering of x-rays from lucite, an amorphous
\
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material, was used to determine the absolute intensity

of the TDS from lead.  The basis for this is discussed

in detail in Appendix G. All of the contributions to

the scattered intensity, whether it be from lead or lucite,

are multiplied by a normalization factor B, and a polar-

        1+  k (052 2.0ization factor = , where k is characteristic1+ k

of the monochromator crystal employed.  B depends upon

the divergences in the diffraction system, and it must

be remeasured every time a slit size is changed.  A

comparison of the calculated lucite scattering with the

measured scattering allows one to determine B and k.
-21Most of the data of interest was taken with B= 2.84 x 10

cm2//sec and k = 0.85, but a small portion was taken with

a larger exit horizontal divergence slit, for which

B=3*99 x 10-21 cm2/sec and k= 0.86* The difference in
the two k values is not significant. The uncertainties

in B and k are discussed in part VI.

II. cp Calculation of Expected Count Rates for X-Ray

Scattering from Lead

The calculation of the total scattering requires

separate calculations for the first order, second order,

and higher order contributions to the TDS, and for the

Compton scattering.  As shown in Appendix A, the contri-

butions to the TDS are given by the following:

Bf, e       (I'.cos, ze  )  i  (-g. ttz FA,
-2.M

1,131 =
2 (* ) mi 1+ k

3 + 1, . *T (1)

\.
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12

12CS) =   31.113(1, mi C
i+k T  J JJ     l,)1    Wt·J·inter- (2)

sect ;01,5 -St,4-0,=-7

B f16lit B kcos2 2.0 j ,  EM
1 cli= 1(e - 1-ZM-ZM2) (3)k*er 29) m  \      1+k        /

The notation is completely defined in Appendix Ae Some

of the important quantities are #i , .the angular fre-

quency of the vibrational mode specified by the wave

vector i and polarization state j  , EAJ , the average
-

energy of the A.3 mode,  BO , the polarization vector
./

of the gj mode, S , the diffraction vector, and T ,

a reciprocal lattice vector.  In the calculation of I,(5)
the frequencies used are those due to Brockhouse et

al.(11) but corrected to room temperature as discussed

in Appendix I. The calculation of It€, follows a method

briefly outlined by Froman, (15) in which the average

energy per mode is assumed to be kT , as mentioned above,

and in which the integral is expressed in terms of atomic

force constants instead of polarization vectors and fre-

quencies. The atomic force constants used are those

determined by Gilat(17  for lead out to eight neighbors

by making a least squares fit of the phonon dispersion

curves obtained by Brockhouse et al.(ll) at 1000Ke

The·fact that the 1000K, instead of room temperature,

force constants are used will be shown later to have

little effect in the calculation of the second order TDS.

The form which Izis, takes in terms of the atomic force
constants is discussed in detail in Appendix H.  IhisherS)
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is calculated in a manner which has been used success-

fully by Eldridge in his x-ray investigation of sodium

chloride( 18) and later of cesium iodide.(19)  The method

is one in which the Debye-Jauncey expression for TDS(20)

is expanded in powers of the Debye-Waller factor and the

first two terms are subtracted.  This presumably leaves

only the third and higher order scattering contributions,

for which the Debye expression should be a good approxi-

mation, as discussed in Appendix A.

The contribution of Compton scattering is discussed

in Appendix Be It is shown there that

B                     -1 + k cost le    ,
IB,  =    M(M .*')  \     1+k      )  ic(i)                              (4)

where 1,1 is the mass absorption coefficient for the

radiation scattered at an angle 20 , and for lead isit is

the expression for the Compton scattering in electron

units due to Heisenberg. (21)  This approach is based upon

the Thomas-Fermi atomic model,- and is assumed to be appli-

cable   to the heavy atoms e

Appendix J gives a detailed account of how these

calculations are carried out.

II. d. Search for Kohn Anomalies

As mentioned in section Ie b, the most difficult

problem in the identification of Kohn anomalies is the

elimination of powder peaks as anomaly candidates.

Since the data is acquired in such a manner that the
\
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same range of reduced wave vectors is scanned over in

more than one zone, as, for example, from the (200) to

(300) and (300) to (400) reciprocal lattice points,

the first criterion that something be identified as a

Kohn anomaly will be that it appear at least twice in

scan positions corresponding to the same reduced wave

vector. The positions of the bumps so selected are then

compared with the positions of possible powder lines, and

those bumps with which several powder lines may be asso-

ciated.are considered very doubtful as anomaly candidates.

This is particularly true of bumps which appear in th.e

TDS    from   the     [106]  and [11]l oriented crystals,     and   whi ch

can be associated with the same powder lines. Any sets

of candidates which remain, where each set is associated

with a particular reduced wave vector, will be considered

possibly to be associated with Kohn anomaliese

...
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· ·      '         III.     EXPERIMENTAL  APPARATUS

III. a.  X-Ray Generator and Tube

A Picker number 816 constant potential generator

and control was used to supply voltage and current to a

Dunlee high intensity copper anode x-ray tube. The gen-

erator output is regulated with a Zener diode feedback

system, and the system is claimed to have a drift of less

than 60 volts at an output of 40 KVe  The x-ray tube is

constructed with berylium windows and has a 16 mm by lo 6            1

mm focal spote  The spot focus was used throughout, and

except for periods during which it was desired to elimi-

nate the half wavelength radiation passed by the mono-

chromator, the tube was operated at 40 KV and 24 mao

A very important consideration is the stability of

the x-ray beamo If possible, it is desired that the beam

intensity be limited to variations which are due to

statistics only:  This system-is very good in this respect,

and. Ashby(22) has -found that intensity variations can

be accounted for by making corrections for variations in

air absorption due to atmospheric pressure and tempera-

ture changes.  As discussed in Appendix M, .it was found

in this work that an additional correction was necessary

to account for variations in the efficiency of the detec-

tion system caused by temperature variations.  Figure 4

           shows
a fixed-time monitor of the x-ray beam as reflected

off the monochromator crystal.  The tube was run at

\.
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40 KV and 24 ma, and each count was·conducted for 1000

seconds. There appears to be a very slight rise in the

count rate over the two day peridd. This corresponded

to a quite steady temperature and preasure.  The scatter

is a little larger than that expected from a Poisson

distribution. This monitor was taken after the tube had

been in operation for several  days .    A  cold  tube  was

usually warmed up overnight at 40 KV and 24 ma before

any data was takene

IIIo b. Diffractometer

A vertical axis Picker diffractometer was used in

this investigation. The diffractometer, x-ray tube,

monochromator, goniostat, vacuum chamber, slit system,

and detector are shown in their operating configuration

in Figure 5.  Figure K-2 shows a top view of the system

without the monochromator shield in place. The function
-

of the diffractometer is to define the directions of the

incoming and scattered radiatlon with respect to the sample

for any given detector positione The diffractometer may

be operated in one of two modese It is usually operated

in  the  O  -    2 6   scan modes in which the detector  arm  is

moved about the vertical axis with an angular speed twice

the rotational speed  of the sample about  the  same  axis o

This motion allows one to change the length of the dif-

fraction vector, while maintaining a constant direction

\
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relative to the sample surface.  In the second mode the

sample can be rotated about the vertical axis while the

detector remains fixed. This is known as the W motion

of the samplee Both the w and e - 20 motions are motor.

driven and can be step scanned, scahned, or oscillated

between fixed limits o

III. c. Goniostat

The goniostat employed is a copy of that used by

Costello(23) in his work on the same apparatus.  He

describes in detail the construction of the device, so

that discussion will not be repeated here. The gonio-

stat is used to translate the sample into the beam, and

to orient it for desired reciprocal space traversals.

It is shown from the front in Figure 5 and from the top

in Figure K-2. The large wheel provides the angular

degree of freedom designated by X , and it corresponds

to a rotation about an axis perpendicular to the dif-
-.

fractometer axis. The smaller wheel upon which the sample

chamber is mounted provides an angular degree of free-

dom designated by $, and corresponds to a rotation

about an axis perpendicular to the X axis. The    rel a-

tionships between W , $ , and X are shown in Figure

6.  Axis 3 is the diffractometer axis, while axes 1,

2, and 4 are mutually perpendicular.  The sample chamber

mount has the capability of being translated parallel to

\
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             the $ axis over a 3/8 inch range.  This is necessary for
21

proper sample alignment.  The X and $ motions have

scales which can be read to 0.01'.  The angular orienta-

tion of a sample cannot be carried out with this precision,

however, because of backlash in the gear system, but the

precision is probably better than the 0.10 which Costello(23)

states, because the goniostat used here has less back-

lash than that which he used. The base of the goniostat

is .that which was used previously, and it is maintained

in the same alignment by reference marks on its base

and on the diffractometer.

III. do Vacuum Chamber

The vacuum chamber employed can be seen mounted in

Figures 5 and K-2, and disassembled in Figure 7.  It

was designed and built by Dr. John Eldridge.  Before the

vacuum is established the chamber is held against the 0

ring by means of an outer thr6aded ring which is screwed

onto the supporting back plate.  The window, which is

about two inches from the sample, is a piece of fifty

mil mylar glued with Elmer's glue onto the brass surface

of the chamber.  During this work the vacuum was main-

tained in the range of about 100 to 300 microns, and

the supporting bars seen in the chamber window are neces-

sary in order that vertical ·kinks formed in the mylar

at this pressure can be eliminated.  There are actually

-                    1,
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two vacuum chardbers, one with the vertical support bars

placed as shown, and a second with·the supports shifted

by 221-0,  so that all 2 e values may be investigated with.-

no interference from the supports.

III. e. Pre-Monochromator

The pre-monochromator is discussed in detail in

Appendix K. It is shown as part of the diffraction sys-

tem in Figure 5, where its lead shielding is in place,

and in Figure 7, where the lead shielding is removed.

The lithium fluoride monochromator crystal is clearly

visible in the.top view shown in Figure K-2. This

monochromator, including the rotatable x-ray tube mount,

was designed by S. Schuster and built by E. Brooks.  The

crystal is doubly bent into a form described by Warren (24)

and Chipman(25) in order to reduce the vertical diver-

gence in the beam incident upon the sample. The mono-

chromator utilizes the (200) reflection from lithium

fluoride,   and the scattering angle   is  45'  for CuK4 radia-
tioh, which is at 8:05 KeV.  Since the x-ray tube is

normally operated at 40 KV, the monochromator also passes

the second, third, and fourth multiples of the 8.05 KeV

line e The half wavelength contribution turns out to

be the only important one, and it must be accounted for

at those reciprocal space positions for which half wave-

length Bragg reflections from the sample occur. If the

\,

-
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monochromator crystal were bent uniformly, the incident

beam cross section would be uniform.  FigHre K-6 indicates

that this.is not the case, and this must be considered

when the resolution in reciprocal space is calculated.

III. fe Resolution

The resolution in reciprocal. spa'ce is determined

by the angular divergences allowed by the four-way

adjustable slit immediately after the monochromator, the

width of the beam focus at the sample, and the four-way

adjustable slit just before the detectore An aluminum

collimator, which is adjustable in length, extends from

the detector slit to the vacuum chamber window, at which

point a four-way slit is opened sufficiently far that the

detector sees the entire beam focus at all 2e angles.

The function of the collimator is to stop any extraneous

scattering from reaching the detectore  The slit mountings

are displayed clearly in Figurps 5 and 7.  The resolution

is considered in detail. in Appendix Lo There it is shown

that'the incident horizontal divergence is 10 351, the

incident vertical divergence is 12', the exit horizontal

divergence is 52', and the exit vertical divergence is

10  These divergences are th.e worst possible allowed

by the slit and focus sizes, but it turns out that, due

to structure in the incident beam, the resolution in
--

reciprocal space is smaller than that which is predicted

1

\
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by these numbers.  Table L-1 gives the,reciprocal space

resolution for three different 20 .angles characteristic

of the experiment.  These resolutions, which are given in

terms of a dimensionless reciprocal space, range from

0•040 at 20 =  46.000 to 0.025 at 28 =  107.900 for the
resolution in the direction parallel to the diffraction

vector, and from 0.017 to 0.036 for the direction per-

pendicular to the diffraction vectoro These numbers

include   the e ffect  of   the   2 e sweep motion  and the channel

dwell time of the MCA, but they do not include the effect

of mosaic spread in the sample crystals.

III. ge  Detection System

The detector used is a xenon-filled proportional

counter and preamplifier assembly supplied by Pickero

We also had on hand a Hamner proportional counter which

is more efficient at eliminating the effects of the

half wavelength. radiation pas ed by the monochromater;

but it was found to undergo breakdowns in counting effi-

ciency after a few hourst operation. Thus, this counter

system, although initially preferred, had to be eliminatedo

The pulse height analyzer window was set wide enough so

that it encompassed the 8.05 KeV CuK« peak and allowed

for some drift of the peak. For example,·  for most of the

data runs the peak occurred at about 6.00 on the base

line scale, and the window was set at 3 o80 and 9.00.

This window allowed not only for peak drift, but also

\.
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was small enough so that the 8.05 KeV escape peak was

eliminated.  The Deak drift originates from two sources.

First, as the detector tube is used, the peak position

drifts downward very slowly.  Except in the earliest

data runs, the peak position was·checked once a day, and

the detector voltage increased, if.necessary, to keep the

peak centered within the window. The peak position also

is a function of the count rate being monitored.  In one

investigation,   for  example, an integrated count  rate

taken with the base line at 1.00 yielded a count rate of

about 13 per second, and the 8.05 KeV peak was centered

at 8.00 with a half width of 15%0  An integrated count

rate of 1400 per second coincided with a peak position

of about 7.20 with a half width of about 22%.

This Picker detector has some half wavelength con-

tamination in the window settings employed.  It is due

to iron fluorescence from the back wall of the counter
*--

tubeo  As mentioned above in the monochromater discussion,

this contaminatioh is important in those reciprocal Space

regions where a half wavelength Bragg reflection occurs,

and a full wavelength reflection does note A method of

correcting for this has been given by Costello and

Weymouth(26) in which the fraction, f , the ratio of the

half wavelength contamination in the window to the half

wavelength intensity above the window, is measured.

Knowing f , one then determines the half wavelength

\
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contamination .in regions where it is important by measuring

the integrated count rate with the base line set at the

upper window level, and then multiplying by f .  This

method was used in some of the 'early data runs and proved

successful; but when it was found that the peak was

beginning to decline at a noticeable rate, it was no

longer used, since f depends on the window settings with           

respect to the peak position. Instead, a method was

employed whereby the half wavelength was eliminated by

running the x-ray tube at 14 KV and 32 ma, and then

normalizing the data to that obtained at 40 KV and 24 mae

III. h.  Multichannel Analyzer

The MCA used is a 128 channel Nuclear Data Model

110. The data accumulation procedure has already been

discussed briefly in section II. as and some typical

external control switch settings are described in detail
--

in Appendix 0:  In the multiscaling operation, the channel

dwell time of 8.33 seconds is produced by externally

placing counts into the control channel, channel zero,

by full wave rectification and proper shaping of the 60

cycle per second line voltage. Thus, 120 counts per

second are inserted into channel zero, and when 1000

counts are accumulated, the system is advanced to the

A           out by an IBM Selectric typewriter equipped with an

next higher channel. The accumulated data is printed

i
Autofinger attachmente The noise inherent in the entire

\

6
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detection system, including the .analyzer, is found to

be 001610*02 counts per seconde  This is obtained by

running the system with the x-ray tube port shut. The

uncertainty corresponds   to  a 95% confidence interval o

t

\.
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IV. SAMPLES

IV. ao Preparation

The lucite sample which was used for the amorphous

11     .11

scattering measurements is approximately a l"x 1  x t
9 11

block cut from a * thick sheet which was on hand in the

laboratory shop.  The most highly polished and scratch-

free surface of the sample was chosen as the scattering

surfacee

The lead crystal samples were grown from the melt

in our laboratory.  The lead used was of 99o 999% purity,

and was obtained from American Smelting and Refining

Conipany of South Plainfield, No J.  The [11]  oriented

lead crystal was chosen from among several grown by

J. Danke(27) in a study which he made concerning the

preferred orientation of crystals grown from the melte

This sample did not.have to be cut, as it was grown with
-

-                                               -                                                        11

the .desired orientation.  It was about 3/16 thick and
-'

'
tt        ·         ··

about   7/8 in diameter.      The D-001 oriented crystal   was

grown by J. Beaver and P. Schulze, and it had.to be

rough cut with a jewelerts saw and then acid polished in

order to achieve the desired orientation.  This sample

ll

was about 1/4 -thl ck, and had an oval-shaped surface area

somewhat smaller than the area of the [11]3 sample.  Each

of the samples was found to have a rocking curve half
t

width of about 12 .

\\

-



                 Initially each sample was coated with an oxide _

3o

surface layer which had to be removed. To do this, the

crystals were mounted, in turn, on a goniometer head

attached  to a steel. shaft, oriented,  and then acid polished.

·Each crystal was oriented to within about 10 by means

of Laue back reflection photographs such that the appro-

priate symmetry direction was parallel to the shafto

Then the shaft with the particular mounted crystal was

placed intoan acid polisher(28) in which the polishing

Burface is perpendicular to the axis of the shaft. In

this·polisher the polishing wheel is covered with two

thicknesses of cotton bed-sheeting, and the outer edge

@f.-the wheel is in constant contact with an acid bath

s·e . that the cloth becomes soaked  with the etching  solu-

tign.  The crystal and the wheel rotate in the same

direction so that piling up of etching solution on the

sample. will be at a minimum. To get the polishing process

s,tarted, the saniple is slowly moved toward the wheel until

light ccontact is made, .at which time  it is drawn back

alightly so that there is a film of solution between the

polishi,ng -cloth and the sample.

5    1 Different  etches, etch procedures, and follow-up

surface preparations were used during the course of the

experiments      The [11]1 crystal   was ini tially prepared

Wi·th fan·.etch consisting of two parts glacial acetic acid

and une.part 30% hydrogen peroxide(H202) o   It- was polished

for about five minutes, washed in distilled water, dried
\
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\
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A second polish was carried out for ten minutes in an

etch consisting of six parts glacial acetic acid, one

part 30% H202, and one part distilled water.  This ppo-

cess  removed the sticky residue' mentioned ·above ..    The

polishing process was followbd by a rinse in distilled

water in order to remove the etching solution, and then

by a vigorous rinse in kerosene in order to replace the

water layer with a kerosene layer. The kerosene protects

the sample from oxidation during transfer from the acid

polisher to the sputtering apparatuse Once either sample

was inside the sputtering apparatus the system was pumped

down to .002 microns for about twenty-four hours. This

causes the removal of the kerosene surface layer.  Next

the sample was ion bombarded for five to ten minutes,

sputtered for eight hours, ion bombarded again for 1·ti 

hours, and again sputtered for eight hours. The second

ion bombardment was necessary because the short bombard-

ment did not remove the oxide layere
After the preparation just described, the surface

of the [100] crystal was very shiny and somewhat wavy,

but not so much as was the surface of the [11]3 crystal

after    the initial preparation described first   in    thi s

section. When the [111] crystal was prepared according
to the etch and ion bombardment procedure, its surface

was not as bright as that of the [100] crystal prepared

           in the
same manner, and it was not as bright as it was

\.
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after its own initial .preparation.  This diminished bright-

ness was a result of using the same etches as were used

in the preparation of the [100] crystal. The etches

were weakened because of the [1001 crystal preparation,

and the Ill]l surface prepared with it was not as bright

because of a finer surface roughness produced with the

weaker etch.

The data acquired in this experiment is from the

[100]  and Ill]l crystals prepared :according    to the double

etch, ion bombardment, and sputtering procedure, and

from the [111] crystal prepared according to the initial

single etch procedure o Since  the   [11]1   surface  has  a
different character in each case, a comparison of the

/

data should give information concerning surface effects

on the TDSe

IVe b. Alignment

The alignment procedure for the lead samples is

straightforward, but tedious. First, alignment for

a longitudinal scan is described, and then that for a

transverse scan. Each sample was mounted on a lucite

base with silastic, and fixed by means of set screws

onto the back plate of the vacuum chamber. Such a mount-

ing can be seen in Figure 7 with a chystal for which the

surface  was  not  yet- prep-ared. ---In the latter stages  of

this work the bases were modified so as to allow trans-
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lation of a sample perpendicular to the base axis. This

allowed investigation of any portion of the sample surface.

The crystal first had to be,translated into the.beam

at the point where the incoming beam intersected the path

defiiied by the detectorts collimation system.  This was

accomplished by inserting .a slotted lead plug into the

end of the collimater at the chamber window. When the

sample was moved into the intersection of the incoming

beam with the path defined by the slot and the detector

slit, it was in such a position that a Bragg reflection

would  fall at approximately the correct 2e value o This

approximate position was found by running the x-ray tube

at    40     KV     and    24    ma,     moving the crystal     into     the     beam,

and finding when the TDS count rate was a maximume  The

dial which controls this motion provides a translation

of 1/96 inch per turne  When this step was accomplished,

the lead plug was removed, the x-ray tube was turned down

to 12 KV and 2 ma, and the detector was set at a 2e

value corresponding to a Bragg reflection.  For example,

for the [1111 crystal, 20„, = 31.270 and 29;al= 65.230

are the angles of interest. The detector was first set

at 2 4, and 1, w , and d, the distance into the beam,
were varied until the reflection was found and maximized.

The (222) reflection was then found and maximized.  ·This

was done alternately between the two reflections several

times until   X    ,   w    ,     and d values were found   whi ch maxi-.

mized both. reflections   at the proper  2 e   values o The
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system was considered aligned whenever'either the center

of the half width or the maximum value of each peak

fell within 0.10 20  of the desired value.  The alignment

so far described is for an arbitrary $ value.  Some of

the data was taken with arbitrary $  ,  and some with a $

value for which the plane defined by the ¢ axis and the

symmetry.direction was perpendicular to the diffraction

plane. -Th.e data taken in the latter case was practically

identical with that in the arbitrary case for both crys-

tals© This fact indicates that in both samples the

symmetry direction is close enough to the crystal normal

that .no absorption correction needs to be made for the

angle of incidence not being equal to the angle of re-

flection, as measured with respect to the crystal surfaceo

To carry out this kind of alignment, the crystal was a-

ligned for various values of * until that value was found

for which realigninent at  4 + 1800 required only a change

in X ,  and not w  .    Had the crystal normal· in each case

coincided with the * axis, the above procedure would

have left the crystal normal and the symmetry direction

in a plane perpendicular to the diffraction plane, thus

: eliminating completely the already mentioned absorption

correction. However, the normals to the mounted crystals

did not coincide with the * axis because each sample

was a little thicker·on one edge than the oppositee This

alignment did serve to define the zero position for the
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W motion as far as the lucite sample was concerned, since

it was of much more uniform thickness and, hence, its

normal much closer to the + axise  For both the [1111
and [100] crystals wo was found to be 1.20.

Alignment for the transverse mode scan required first

an alignment along the direction  for the longi tudinal

mode, and then an alignment for the transverse traversal.

The [1111 transverse data was acquired in a traversal

between the (333) and (224) reciprocal lattice points,

while that for the  100] direction was acquired between

the (420) and (420) reciprocal lattice points.  The (333)

to (224.) orientation, for example, was accomplished by

changing 20 and w a calculated amount from the (333)

reflection, and then rotating about the * axis until

the (224) reflection appeared.  Then the (333) and (224)

peaks were maximized by varying x and w at (333) and 0

and w at (2246  The (224) reflection was found to have

three-fold symmetry about the  111] direction, as expectedo

The [100] crystal was oriented in a similar manner,

except that it had the advantage of four-fold symmetry.

This allowed an additional fine alignment in which the

TDS intensity on one side of (400) was placed by W adjust-

ment in the proper ratio to the TDS at the corresponding

point on the other side of (400).  The two intensities are

not equal because of the  1+
SAW + aw) 7'
since- aw, j absorption factor,

which varies in opposite directions on opposite sides

of the (400) peak.  This factor is discussed in Appendix De
\
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The alignment of the lucite sample was accomplished

by setting w at 0.000, and X such that the sample surface

was approtimately perpendicular to the diffraction plane.

The X setting is not critical, since the absorption factor

does not depend on X . With the slotted. plug in the

collimater, the sample was brought into the beam until

the measured intensity was maximized, and the sample

was aligned. As mentioned above, an w value of 1.20

should have been used. However, a sample calculation

shows that  w =0.000 leads    to an error   in   the BP value s

discussed in Appendix G of, at most, a negative one per-

cent. As discussed later, this is of no concerne

i
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V. a.  Experimental Data and Results Expected from

Calculation

All of the experimental data and relevant calcula-

tions are shown in Figures 8 through 12.  In each instance

the count rate is plotted against the di.mensionless,

reduced wave vector (9/27 & where, as mentioned before, a
is the lattice constant, and g is the wave vector

magni tude   for a vibrational stateo The reciprocal space

position is given by the coordinates of the reciprocal

lattice vectors along the direction in question, and the

coordinates collectively are designated by T e  In all

cases any error bars shown correspond to 68% confidence

intervals. In the longitudinal data the reciprocal space

resolution ranges from about * 0.020 to about 1 0©013

in units of ag/tir as one moves away from the reciprocal

space origin. In the transverse data the resolution is

about k 00018 in units of at/21, o Any expected count rates

which are plotted are obtained from the calculated I/BP

values given in Appendix J, and from B and k values of

2.84 x 10-21 cm2/sec and 0©85, respectively. The pressure

and temperature corrections described in Appendix M

have been applied only to the data of Figure 10.  At a

maximum  thele_. correc.ti-ons_were _fozind  to  be  only.0 o 3%.

In Figure 8 the data collected between the (200)
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and (600) reciprocal lattice points is displayed along

with that expected from calculations. This data is de-

scribed as longitudinal data, since the diffraction vector

lies along the [100] symmetry directions and since the

polarization vectors of the vibrational modes are parallel

and perpendicular to the symmetry direction. Equation

(1) shows that in this case the first order TDS is asso-

ciated with the longitudinal phonons o  The same comment

applies to Figures 10 and 11, where the diffraction vector          .1
is parallel to the [1113 direction.  This data was taken

with the [100] sample prepared according to the ion

bombardment and sputtering method described in section

IVe ao The first plot in Figure 9 is higher statistical

resolution data taken between the (200) and (400) reci-

procal lattice points ln. ordeI' to search  for Kohn anomalies.

It is skewed slightly with respect to the corresponding

data in Figure 8, and the contamination due to the half

wavelength (600). reflection, which falls at the Brillouin

zone boundary between (200) and (400), has not been removed.

The contamination has been eliminated in Figure 8 by

running the x-ray tube at 14 KV and 32 ma to remove the

half wavelength contribution, and then normalizing the

data to that obtained  at 40 KV  and 24 ma. There was

no half wavelength contamination at the zone boundary

between the (400) _and_(60.0) _recip_r_ocal lattice_pointse

The second half of Figure 9 shows the data acquired between
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the (400) and (420) reciprocal lattice'points.  In this

traversal the diffraction vector was nearly perpendicular

to a [100] symmetry direction. Almost all of the first

order data then corresponds to transverse phonons. This

data was obtained by changing w and 20  so as to make

traversals between (400) and (420), and between (400)               '

and (420) 0  To go from (400) to (420), the w changes

are opposite to those in going from (400) to (420)*  The

absorption decreases in going    from    (400)      to    (420),      and ·

increases in going from (400) to (420).  The high count

rate    and   1 ow count rate data displayed is the measured

data in these two directions corrected for such absorption

effects. No half wavelength correction was applied to

this transverse data.

The [1001 data is skewed downward with respect to

the calculated points in a direction in each instance

which corresponds to increasing 28  e  It definitely has

the shape which is predicted, but it is everywhere con-

siderably higher than expected from the calculationse

The points calculated with reduced force constants are

explained in a later section.  Paskin and Weiss(14)

also have measured the TDS from lead in this direction,

but their data flattens out at the bottom and does not

show the expected   rise    at    the zone bbundary. They did

not   make    any   calculations--such  -as --those   d.one   in   this

investigation.

\
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{1111 direction. Figures 10 and 11 both correspond to

traversals between the (111) and (333) reciprocal lattice

points, but the data of Figure 10 is of higher statistical

resolution, and it was taken with a wider horizontal diver-

gence exit slit. It is included to be used in the search

for Kohn anomalies.  The Figure 10 data is the original

data taken after the crystal was acid polished and placed.

into the vacuum chamber with no ion bombardment and sput-

teringo It is seen in Figure 10 that the data for differ-

ent runs does not coincide at the zone boundariese This

was found to be due to the slow downward drift of the

CuKa peak with respect to the pulse height analyzer

WindOWe The drift was accounted for when the data of

Figures 8, 9, 11, and 12 was acquired, and i. t is seen

that it poses no problem in these casese The half wave-

length correction due to Costello and Weymouth(26) was

applied  to   the   data  of Figure 10, while in Figure  11   the

data was corrected by the method of reducing the x-ray

tube voltage.  Although they are not shown in Figure 10,

calculations of the scattering expected with the wider

exit   slit  were  made,   and   the   lead   [11]] L  frequencies

were extracted. This is done in Appendix N, and it is

found there that the frequencies are low, as are those

for other metals  -inves tigated_with  x-rays,   and  that   they

are not consistent from one zone to the next. The same

\
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[111] sample was used to obtain the data of Figures 11

and 12, but the surface was prepared by the ion bombard-

ment and sputtering method, and it appeared rougher, .as

has been mentioned in section IVe a.  The same B and k

values as in Figures 8 and 9 apply to Figures 11 and 12*

Figure 12 displays the [1113 T data obtained by a traver-

sal between the (333) and (224) reciprocal lattice pointse

It has been corrected downward to account for decreased

absorption caused by changes  in  the. w values. No half

wavelength correction was applied to this data.

As with the [1001 data, the  ].11] data is skewed

downward with respect to the calculated points in· a

direction in each instance which corresponds to increas-

ing 20 e Except for a portion of the [111  T data, it is

everywhere considerably higher  than that expected  from.

calculations. The data of Figures 10 and 11 are very

similar in shape, although the crystal surface was pre-

pared differently in each casa, and the exit horizontal

divergence was different in each case. The [11il L data

is very similar to that acquired by Paskin and Weiss,(14)

particularly as far as the asymmetry and the bump about

0.75 units from the (111) reciprocal lattice point are

concerned.

In each direction there are several possible Kohn

anomalies. The Kohn anomaly analysis .is carried. out in

the subsequent analysis of the experimental results.

1 I
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As has been seen in Figures 8 through 12, the mea-

sured count rates are higher than the calculated count

rates in all regions investigated, except for a portion

of the   111] T data. Figures 13 through 15 display the

absolute and percent differences between the measured

and calculated count rates. Figure 13 shows the differ-

. ences  for  the  [1001 L data, Figure 14  that for  the  [106] T

and [11]] T data, and Figure 15 that for the [1111 L datae

The most striking feature of these plots is the way

in which the measured data is skewed with respect to the

calculated points. As already mentioned, it is skewed

downward in the direction of increasing 20. The effect

appears to be more multiplicative in nature than additive,

and it has a periodic dependence on reciprocal lattice

positione The greatest effect occurs in the  [11]] L data,
where the difference is greater than 100% near the (111)

reciprocal lattice point.  As a whole, the percent differ-

ences cover the range from about 10% to 60%.  The  [11fj T

data difference has a shape different from that for the

other data, and, as mentioned above, it is the only

case  whi ch is negative   over  part   of its reciprocal space

intervale

/
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The intensity of x-rays scattered from lead single

crystals is of the order of magnitude predicted by calcu-

lations of the TDS, but, except for a portion of the

[111] T data, most of the data is in the range from 10%

to 60% higher than that predicted.  The experimental data

is skewed downward with respect to the calculations in  -

. the direction of increasing 26 , and the skewness displays

a periodic dependence on reciprocal space positione The

shape of the [1001 data agrees well with that predicted

by the calculations, but it disagrees with the shape of

the corresponding data of Paskin and Weiss.(14) The

shape of the [111] data does not conform as well with

that expected from calculations, but it is similar to

the  shape  of  the   [1111 data acquired by Paskin and Weiss. (14)

There are several possible Kohn anomalies present in the

data.

i
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VIe a. Deviations of Experimental Results from Calcula-

tionse

In this section several possible sources for the

difference between experiment and calculations are con-

sidered.

VIe a. le Spurious Instrumental Scatter. The slit

system was designed so that only scattering from the

target area on the crystal sample would be receivede

This is verified by the fact that with this system TDS

from cesium iodide single crystals agrees well with that

expected from calculations.(19)  Also, the shape of the

scattering in the [111] direction has been found to be

(14,29)the same with other experimental arrangements.

One of the setups was the system used in this worlc, except

that a post monochromater instead of premonochromater

was used. (29)

Vie a. 2.  Atomic Scattering Factor.  The scattering

factor, f, which was used in equations (1), (2), and (3),

is the best calculated factor available for lead. (30)

As discussed in Appendix E, it is calculated from Dirac·-

Slater wave functions,(31) which include relativistic

and exchange effects. Since the CuK4 line falls between

the lead LIII and MI edges, a dispersion correction was

applied. This dispersion correction was calculated

\
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from the same Dirac-Slater wave functions.(32)  The

scattering factor is that for a rigid, un-ionized, free

atom, but it is used here with reference to atoms in a

single crystal. Since in a metal the outer electrons

are not strictly associated with a single atom, one might

expect that the scattering factor would be altered. with

respect to that for a free atom. In lead the outer three

electrons are considered to be conduction electrons,

and their wave functions are not. at all localized. Thus,

their contribution to the scattering factor will be

negligible except for very small values of sine/A .

Strictly speaking, the scattering factor for Pb+3 would

+2
have been a better choice, but calculations of the Pb

and Pb+4 atomic scattering factors by means of Dirac-

Slater wave functions(31) indicates that the difference

between the Pb and Pb+3 scattering factors is negligible

for the sine/A region covered. The periodic variations

in the percent differences are similar to those observed

in alkali halides, (33) except that with the alkali halides

the differences usually are negative once the zone boundary

is passed. These variations are explained by effects

on the scattering factor which arise from considering

an atom to be deformable instead of rigid. Since the

percent differences are periodic in'shape in reciprocal

space, it is possible that one must consider the atoms

to be deformable, but since the differences are positive,

except for a small portion of the  [1111 T branch, there
\.
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must be some other contribution to the excess scattering.

VIo a..3, Debye -Waller   Factor.   . As discussed in Appendix

F, The lead room temperature Debye.temperature of about

85IK is now well established.  In the primary reference (34)

it  is   given  as  85° 4  6'K.      The complete calculations  have
-2M

been made using a Debye-Waller factor, e  , corresponding

to the 850K Debye temperaturee Several sample calcula-

tions  for  the [ll]] L  and   [1001 L  data  have .been made
using Debye-Waller factors corresponding to 91'K and

790Ke These calculations vary from the 85'K calcula-

tions by only about 2%. Thus, the Debye-Waller factor is

not the source of the difference between the measured

data and the calculationso

VIe a. 4.  Normalization and Polarization Factors.  In

equations (1), (2), (3), and (4) the correct norineli-

zation factor, B, and the correct monochromator polariza-

tion factor, k, riiust be usede - B and k were determined

from x-ray scattering by lucite, and the small errors

in B and k of 0* 7 and 1 ,2%, respectively, stated in

Appendix G arise from the uncertainty of the straight

line fit to the data. However, these errors were arrived

at under the assumption that the uncertainties in factors

involved in calculating the expected scattering were

negligible.  This is not really the case, as the uncer-

tainties in the mass absorption coefficients used are

possibly as large as & 5%.(35) When this uncertainty is

\
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considered, it is found that the straight line fit to the

data falls in a range of about a 4% of its location when

no error in mass absorption coefficients is allowedo

Since the entire line is shifted, there is an effect on

the uncertainty in B, but none on that in k, as k turns

out to be the ratio of the slope of the line to its

intercepto The result is. that B.is known to within about

f 4%0

In one trial run in which paraffin, in addition to

luci te, was used, the paraffin B value was only le3%

higher than that with lucite, and the paraf'fin k value

was about 6% 1owere  Howevers the paraffin data did not

fit a straight line as well as did that for the lucite.

The & 4% uncertainty in the B value used is not

enough to account for the differences between experiment

and calculation. In addition, when the paraffin B and k

values were used in calculations in the [111] direction,

-               there was practically no difference between these calcu-

lations and those in which the lucite values were used,

particularly between the (111) and (222) reciprocal lattice

points, where the difference between experiment and calcu-

lation is the largest. The normalization and polariza-

tion factors do not appear to be the source of the probleme

VI. a. So  Second and Higher Order Calculations.  As

                          noted
in Appendix  H, the force cons tants  used  in the second

order calculation were obtained by a least squares fit(17)
\
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to the 1000K phonon dispersion curves of lead, as deter-

mined by neutron scattering. There is uncertainty(11)

in the force constants from the standpoint that the fit

has    a mean deviation   of   4%   froni the observed fre tluencies.

There is uncertainty in the second order calculation due

to the fact that the phonqn frequency distribution calcu-

lated by Gilat(17) from these force constants does not

agree well with that measured experimentally by Stedman

et al.(36) although the general features are the samee

This means that the force constants determined from the

fit of symmetry direction frequencies do not yield the

correct frequencies and polarization vectors in non-sym-

metry directions. Since the non-symmetry directions

are summed over in the second order calculation, there

is probably an error introduced.  It is hoped that the

result is not much different from a correct calculation,

since one· essentially is averaging, over the first Brillouin

zo.ne, the scattering associated with pairs of wave vectorse

The only way by which one could determine the error is
by carrying through the second order calculation using

the correct frequencies and polarization vectors through-

out the first zonee Although they give non-symme try

frequencies, Stedman et al.(36) do not give the correspond-

ing polarization vectorse

Since the force constants correspond to 1000K data,

<            there is some error incurred due to the fact that the

present work was done at room temperature.  As discussed
\
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in Appendix I, the room temperature dispersion curves

generally are lower than the curves at 1000Ko  To estimate

the effect on the second order calculation, the 1000K

dispersion curves for lead determined by Stedman et al.(12)

were compared with the corresponding data which he acquired

at  room temperature. The average percentage shift from

the values at 100'K for all frequencies determined at

room temperature was about -4%.  For a simple linear

restoring force the percent change in the force constant

is twice the percent change in the frequency.  In order

to make a calculation it was then assumed that each.

atomic force constant is reduced in magnitude by 8% at

room temperature. The effect on the calculated total

scattering of using the reduced force constants in the

second order calculation can be seen in Figures 8, 11, 13,

and 15.  This causes a change in the calculated values in

the correct direction, but the change is very small with

respect to the difference between measured data and cal-

culations.

The higher order scattering has been calculated by

a method applied successfully by Eldridge to sodium

chloride, and later to cesium iodideo(18) (19) If the

differences between measurements and calculations origi-

nated in the higher order calculation, the difference

should. decrease as one moves toward the origin of reci-

procal space, since the higher order scattering decreases

in this direction.  As seen in Figures 13 and 15, just
\.
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the opposite is truee

Thus, if the problem is associated with one of these

calculations, it would probably be due to havihg used the

incorrect frequencies and polarization vectors throughout

the Brillouin zone in the second order calculation.

However, as can be seen in Figures J-4, 5, 6, and 7, the

second order calculations do have the expected shape with

their peaking at the reciprocal lattice points.  This

shape would have to be skewed·considerably, and the mag-

nitude increased, in order to account for the differences

between calculations and measurements. However, the second

order calculations cannot be skewed any more than they

are, at least in the Ill]l L and [100] L calculations, for

the integral involved is symmetric with respect to a

Brillouin zone boundary for these directions.  Any skew-

ness depends only on the factors which multiply the inte-

gral.  Thus, ugp of correct frequencies and eigenvectors

in the integration.could increase the second order cal-

culation, but it would not help to explain the periodicity

evident in the difference plots.

vIe ao 6. Surface Modese  The frequencies of waves at

a crystal surface should be different from those of the

bulk waves, since the environment of an atom at the

surface is different from that in the interior. Gazis

             et al.(37  have investigated the propagation of surface

elastic waves in cubic cry tals, and Wallis and Mara-

\
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dudin(38) have developed a theory concerning surface

effects on the TDS from crystal lattices.  For lead,

Gazis predicts waves which attenuate rather quickly with

respect to the penetration depths discussed in Appendix Do

Wallis indicates that the surface waves should affect

the TDS, but he finds no way to separate the surface

phonon from the bulk phonon contribution.  However, since

the surface waves attenuate quickly, one would suspect

that they do not contribute much.-to the TDS when compared

with the bulk waves. This is found to be the case with

cesium iodide,(19) for which the expected TDS agrees

quite  well  with  the  measurements:    Cesium has a larger

absorption coefficient than does lead, so the effect

of surface waves can be ruled out as the source of the

difference between experiment and calculations.

VIe ao 7. Surface Contamination.  Any residual surface

oxides and the -sputtered carbon layer should have some

effect on the·measured scattering. The presence of oxide

powder layers is made known by small peaks which show up

in the data. All peaks and sharp slope changes were ana-

lyzed in the search for Kohn anomalies, and a few of them

were identified as probable powder peaks, although there

doesnl t seem to -be any recognizable pattern occurring

among them. It does seem that any surface oxide would

<           cause
some absorption of the incoming and outgoing beam,

and thus cause a reduction, with respect to the calcula-

\
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tions,   of the scattering  by bulk. phonons . Surface

oxide diffuse scattering would be present to some extent,

but it cannot explain the periodic character of the extra

scattering.

A surface layer of amorphous carbon simil arly would

cause a small reduction in the bulk phonon scattering

because of absorption, and there would also be present

a contribution from the amorphous scatterins• This

ainorphous scattering would be additive in nature, and
i t   woul d decrease slowly as one moves away from the origin

of reciprocal space* The fact that, from an additive

standpoint, the extra scattering rises rapidly on either

side of a reciprocal lattice point seems to rule out

amorphous surface layer scattering as the source of the

problem, particularly as far as the periodicity in recipro-

cal space of the extra scattering is concerned. This

is also evident from the [111] data in which there was
-

no sputtered. surface layere Extra scattering with the

periodic effect was still present.  Thus, the surface

layer may contribute some extra scattering, although not

much, and it does not explain the periodic nature of the

observed extra scattering.

VIe a..8,  Surface Roughness. The absorption correction

is applied in expressions (1), (2), (3), and (4) under

the assumption that the sample surface is flat. Micro-

scopic examination shows, however, that the sample surfaces

\
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are rough.  As discussed previously, this roughness de-

pends on the etch procedure which was used in the prepara-

tione A general theoretical treatment of surface rough-

ness is extremely complicated. The specific case treated

in "Appendix D shows a decrease in the expected scattering,

instead of the increase measured. In the general case

of random surface roughness, one .would expect the effect

of the roughness to be averaged out, unless the distances  -

characteristic of the roughness are not negligible with

respect to the size of the beam focuse
D

The example treated in Appendix D is for the case

of 20 = 900.   As  2 e increases one would expect the effect

of surface roughness to decrease, since at 20 =  1800

there should be no effect. However, the decrease in the

effect would probably be smooth in character, unlike the

periodic nature of the percent differences between experi ..

ment and calculations shown in Figures 13, 14, and 15*

The    [1111     data Of Figures   10    and   11 are similar   in   shape,

although the sample, as has been discussed, had a differ-

ent appearing surface roughness in each case. Thus, from

the above arguments, it does not seem that crystal surface

roughness is the source of the extra scatteringe

VIe    a. 9. Divergence Corrections. -One problem   which

usually is considered in x-ray scattering work is that

of divergence corrections. These are corrections which

<            must be applied to the measured data if the scattering

\
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cross-section varies appreciably over the reciprocal

volume element. This will be the case when one approaches

a reciprocal lattice point, because the first order TDS

will then increase very rapidly. The work on cesium

iodide, which was carried out on the same apparatus(19)

with the same divergence conditions, .indicates that small

divergence corrections are necessary
 

only near reciprocal

lattice points. Quite large corrections would be necessary

in the present data, and they would have to be applied

not only near reciprocal lattice points, but throughout

the region between such points. Rough calculations have

indicated that angular divergences much larger than those

employed in this work would be necessary to account for

the magnitude of the difference between experiment and

calculations. Thus, both other experimental work, and

rough divergence calculations indicate that divergence

is not the problem.

VIe a. 10. Summary of Possible Sources of the Extra.

Scatteringe The above considerations do not pinpoint

a source for the observed extra scattering. The periodic

variations in reciprocal space of the percent difference

between the measurements and calculations may be due to

the effect of deformable atoms on the atomic scattering

factor. The magnitude of the extra scattering might

be connected with the second order calculation, even

though the calculation displays the characteristics ex-

\
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pected of ito  Scattering from the amorphous carbon layer

probably gives a little extra scattering, but it certainly

does not explain the periodic character of the scattering.

The other effects considered are thought to be negligible.

VIe be · Kohn Anomalies

The criteria for identifying a Kohn anomaly is

discussed in section II. de  Since the Kohn anomaly search

is a secondary purpose of this work, only the results,

and not the details, of the search are described.

From the analysis by Stedman et al.(13)  Kohn anomalies

should occur·in all of the data presented in this work.

Slope changes are found in many positions, some of which.

are expected.  In most cases it is impossible to make

identification of a Kohn anomaly because of the multi-

tude of lead oxide powder lines which are possible.  The

best possibilities were found in the [1111 T data in
--

the reduced wave vector ranges 0.51-0.53, Q.61-0.63, and

0.68-0.71.  For the [lll] T branch Stedman et al.(13)
list an anomaly at 0·47 10*02,  and one  at 0.68 or 0.72.
Both of these and something between inay be showing up in

the present data. However, in the analysis there were

powder lines which could have been associated with either

the lower slope change or the middle one, but not bothe

If the correspondence with the Stedman analysis is correct,

the middle slope change is likely due to powder contami-

nation.
\
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VI. ce Conclusions                   '

This study was initiated·in an effort to clarify the

reasons why dispersion curves for metals determined by

x-ray methods generally fall below the corresponding

curves determined with neutrons. The feeling was that

an improved calculation of the second order TDS might

remove the disagreement between the x-ray and neutron

results.         The experimen.tal results obtained    show    that    thi s

is not the case. Calculation of the  [1111 L dispersion

curve from the data gives not one curve, but several,

depending upon the region of reciprocal space with which

each curve is associated. As     shown    in App endix    N,     all

of the curves fall below the corresponding curve obtained

' with neutrons.

It can safely be assumed that the scattering observed

is associated with phonons, since the predicted order

of  magni tude of-the  TDS  is   the  same  as that measured,  .and

since characteristics of the dispersion curves are evi-

dent in the x-ray scattering, particularly in the [100]

direction. The source of the extra scattering is not at

all clear. A possible explanation of the periodic varia-

tion in the difference between. measured and calculated

scattering might be that of a deformable i.on effect on

the scattering factor. However, since the measurements

are almost .always ·greater than the calculations, there

must be some additional scattering, such as scattering

\
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from an amorphous surface layere The assumption of addi-

tional scattering can be made if the calculated second

order scattering is correcte It is possible that this

calculation might be higher when correct frequencies and

polarization vectors are used, although it would require

a large change to account for the· magnitude of the differ-

ence between experiment and calculations. An increase

in the second order calculation could not, however, ex-

plain the periodic nature displayed ·by the difference

plots©

Two Kohn anomalies observed with neutrons in(13)

the [1111 T mode likely have been identif'ied in the x-ray

data. It is possible that others are seen, but due to

their coincidence with lead oxide powder line positions,

one cannot make a positive identificatione

\
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Appendix Ae Thermal Diffuse Scattering of X-Rays by

Monatomic Crystals--Kinematic Approach

This probleni has been treated thoroughly in the

literature, but for completeness it will be considered

here in some detail.  The discussion through equation

(A.23) is taken from Jamese (39)

Consider the case of x-rays incident upon a crystal

· having one atom per unit cell with no thermal motion.

Compared to scattering by a single electron, and under

the assumption that the wave is scattered only once by

each atom, the scattered amplitude is
N               -*

    4is·rn
A (81   c      f Le

(Ael)n=l

where f is the atomic scattering factor
-.

5 is the diffraction vector

ISt is  4Tr sing/A
-8                                                      thrn is  the-position  of  n -    atom

N is the total number of atoms involved

th
Suppose at time t  the n atom is displaced by an amount

Un(+1 from its equilibrium position defined by T. .   Then

N              i g.I P.'  + u.'te]
Ag, ti  =     f  L    e                                                                  / (A.2)h. 1

The quantity of interest is the intensity, IC€,tl , of the

s c at te re d    w a_ye .

Ici,t,--   A A*=   f'L i   55·(4-r.) eis.[U"ct\- il.$'1'1
h,ni=l (A.3)

\\.
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time t if the period of vibration of the atoms is much

greater than the period of the incident radiation, which is

the case with x-rays. This means that the incoming radia-

tion essentially sees a static lattice.  But observations

are made over many lattice vibrational periods, so that

one must take the time average of (A.3) in order to get

the observed intensity.

Only the second exponential in (A.3) is time averaged.

Let us define

-, .... -                         9

p.m =   s · l *J) - Um#)1 (A.4)

-  -  -

e,p =     1   +    ip-   fl-      i  p3  +   .e. . . .  -    1-    B+ 33+... (A*5)2 !          3:         4 ! 2   24

since the odd power termsi time averages are zero.  That

is, positive and negative values of phvn are taken to be

equally likely.
-6 pi

-  eip   e- e (A.6)

This was rigorous y proved by Ott(40) in 1935*

To evaluate pt , assume that the lattice displace-
""i

ments GJH can be expressed as a sum of harmonic elastic

waves. These are the normal modes of the crystal lattice.

In the actual crystal lattice the phases of these waves

are assumed to vary rapidly and arbitrarily with time

because of the damping that must occur. The picture is

that of each wave continually being stopped and started

anew with an arbitrary phase, after a time absolutely
\.
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very short, but long enough to contain, many periods of

vibration of the wave. This has to be assumed, for it

would not make sense to talk about a wave if its lifetime

were about the same as its period of vibration. The

harmonic approach does not allow for thermal expansion,

so it is an approximation from the standpoint that an-

harmonic contributions to the potential are neglectede

There   are 3K harmonic waves.in   a monatomic crystal,

where K is the number of atoms in the crystal. These

waves are specified by K < values, and three polariza-

tions for each 1 value.

Let

.u lt, -   -2  €EjaR.i  COS (wgit- ,·T. + si,1,1
(A.7)

where 4 is the wave vector

6<j is the unit vector for one of the three inde-

pendent modes associated with the wave vector i.
----

LOfj  is the angul ar frequency  of  mode.1.j

69 is the arbitrary phase which changes many times

over the time of observation, but is constant

over many oscillations of a given wave

ail  is    the   wave   amplitude   which  ultimately is deter-

mined by thermal equilibrium conditions e

PMM =   4 * 2.·  2-9 ihi [(05(,°ijt -i r.+ A.i)- CJS(Wit-1,·tf Ail         ( A.8 )
tJ

\
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pf*=    72 1  (i. Fij) (6. er.11(aij a<,3.1 x (A#9)
irs i'J.,   _

COS ( w i.it -7%.7." + Edj, cos(wi,J¢- i,,·7·h + 82 3')

-  cos c wij .1 - -4.r#+ Ai) Cos c wi,j,t -9/. 7.. t 49,1
- COS (weijt - ri·"0„+ FiA cos(wi,jit-%.*'¥'46 '3)
+ cos (w-93:1-1,· r- + aj) Cos(wi.'3'1 -EV.rhA + 51,·j,1

In    (A.09) only those terms    for   which  j'=j     and  i'= 0

will survive when the time average is taken, since the

factors in the other terms have phases which are completely

independent of each other. Thus, the average of the pro-

duct equals the product of the averages for such terms

and they vanishe

Therefore

pl     =    2-(5.89'j')1 (a-%311   -Cosz( (01 Jt-  -9.n'+  S'*911   +   doS1(wist--i·PL+  Si.j)  1
hm i.j L- 5 cosc w-Fjt-4.. f,v,+  6.i,31 CO s c wtit-i.*"+ 51.il 1

=  26(si efill(aig,1   I 1-  co s (2 wijt- 4.(0,47.,) + 2643)  -  Cos  i.· ci,--*11

1   e-»   16(50 efili .Ri[,-co,Ei,·cf.-F·'i] (A.10)

g .
00 is. the mean square amplitude determined by time aver-

aging, but it will be assumed to be the same as that

determined from thermal equilibrium conditionso

From (Ae3)
N        i€.(0.-'rj   - L*(5'Eqj)144$[1-CoS T.G.-4,31

Ics,=        f 1   2 e e 0- 9,3
h, h'l =·1

-· -  1--i N. i€·1;n-*,2,  415-<%·ei.$)20?fices 1.·(.rb-r ,3
1 -1 5-cs· 431   Gis 1 e e t Iz  F   f ij h.*.1

(Aoll)

„   A           -

Define
2.M=    %.Cs · eis,2 0'v =   t

G i l (A.12)
9J

\.
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--.-'

Therefore I(51 = fle-EM  _ei8·0.-*JeY

Glicoscrcr•-r.'1

(A.14)
h,B\, /             /

1 2G.efil Cij is just 1312 times the mean square displacement
2

of an atom along 5  due to the  j mode. Since the modes

are independent,  the sum over all 'A,3 gives 1512 times  the

· net mean square displacement of the atom along E c·

Since 151 -=  4Tr sinG/k

G -1 j= (€'Ei.j)2 ELU E  1(0-[rl(sine/All U  3(5)                                        1
2

2M.   i  Gis  .   161 2( £ e *)2  ,I  Scg,  =   16Tr'(S,he/All  G.2(5)i.3    . fj
. (Aols)

-ZM .e  is the Debye-Waller factor, and one can show that it
is independent of the direction of S for a cubic material.

Now determine G-%1 in terms of the average number of

phonons associated with the <1 mode.  From (A.14) then
-"

consider the contributions to Ia) from scattering events

involving one phonon, two phonons, and so on. Classically

the total lattice KE is

K

E...=12 wARiKm 4    n= 1

K  6
Therefore I..=    4  M  i  l UJZ (Ae 16)

•.in L n=I

\
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From  (A.7)       tmct) = -31 efjaij wij Sin (lufjt- 9.-r.+6§.31 (A017)1j

1 Ii " l l  =   2 2.  c€-,3. Erja ar 3 (1.1, 3' (Jij Wi'r sin (wist - 04+ 431 Si<U}tit -EV ·-TR + &4 30
93  1. 3,

1 & .i=     i  X   Ha '4, (A.18)
9.j

Therefore

-     _    m,  s  Z   a      2    -   ry,K   5  2   (,J-
E Ic,4-    4    '1  1,3      1 3 (A)   -4.,. <i    < 3    0 3

Me an    to tal energy a   E  =   ZE Kis . (Ae 19)

i =   m.i  2-  Ai,Ai -  3:   E fs2 41 fJ

where  Ell is the average energy associated with  the  mode <s  .

31  --   2 -  1pjTherefore
./.% 3   -

- (A.20)
A K l06·

, 9,3

But one can show quantum mechanically that

E-I   =   C R.43 +  121  'h Log 9j

whe r e   n 43 =      624i = average number of phonons in (Ae 21)
ekr  - 1

the  mode i.j  o

--

-4      2  7
G i i=      4£(i  .   6 -,3 f   43     =         c  i  .   e 1.3 1          = 9 j

2                     (A.22)'vi  K   W -
C'j

\.
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Consider equation  (A 014),

-2  -lM   N        i s·(it' -F-le*i G-, 3 cos ibip'-r#,
I(5)  =    4 e Z e

h.'h = 1 (A.14)

I -, -I

Let          40.   -     eis·(rn-
r#)

e  This is the interference
n, 11% 1

function for a static monatomic lattice, and it has a non-
-*    -*

zero  value only when s= t , a reciprocal lattice vector.

The ·second exponential   in   (A.14)   will  now  be   exp anded,

and it will be found that succeeding terms in the expansion

correspond to scattering events in which zero, one, two,

three,---, etc. phonons are involved.  When. 2M.is small,

the exponent of the second exponential is small, and

one can cut the expansion off after a few terms.

-            -2.-2'.t   21-51%.-%.1      1+  i Gibcos i..<4441(si= 1 e                   13h,/4. 1
+ 4 3. i GijGi'.3' Cos 4.(4-41 cos 4'.(4-ilj

(A.23)13 %j,

+ t 1 12  S  GQGi, 3,6/3,·COs -1·(0.r*., Cosi.'·F:T.\ Co5%'*4*-54*PS ty
4--

1(€ , = Io(-51 + I,(31 + .Ii(S) + 13(5) +-
(Ae24)

N
i -5. lr -r#1 2-ZM . -

Ie(51 -  f 1 6-2M 9- e =fe tf. (s,
h,-=1

(Ae 25)

i S · C rn- n·.1

Lup 762'4 2 Gu i e COS  q.· (PR- r,*1

fj 4# (A.26)

Cos i.(r.-r.) =  iCe &Ce, <Ic.. r.,3  +  2 4.(F.-r.'a  1
(A.27)

\
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, 15 -'LM 2-  G- . f 7-  eititi\.(rh-r.21 + 5- e)(s-ED. (ra-7-m)  
168)= i r e .1· J  L h 'r' 4*

TS

1 r le-*LM f G€0 I. 40(€+41 + 4.(S-i,]
-  2       3                                  (A.28)

Treating 12 and 13 in the same manner, one obtains

.Ics, =  f 2 2r'\40( 1  + 1 fle-2M   Gij [ 49(€+Mi + 4.8-4)1

+  4  f.2-el.M 1 Z   G ,Gri,[10(8 +9+41  + Jo(45+4-i,)  +40( -444'3 440(&-i-%11
01 P.J,

-                                            -

+ 1 irle,4. I. 2.  G-FiGA.3.G*.3,  4,(&+447$'*i")+ 40(5+4*1.-i.) + 4.(sti-i'.i-4.)
48                                                                  1 4 (S 44- Zi.-9,1  + 40( s--1*1,41,"l  +  40(8-li 49.,-4.,1

fi Tj.' 9,"j"

+4.cs-21-4*42% 3  +  4.6-ir i.·-i. 1

+-

(Ae 29)

When a strictly quantum mechanical approach is taken

with this problem, it is found that I, is a contribution

to the scattered intensity which corresponds to the crea-

tion or destruction of a phonon by the photon that is

scattered. 4 corresponds to a two phonon interaction, I3
to a three phonon interaction, and so on. The   pho tons

involved in such scatterings undergo energy changes, but

this has been neglected in the above treatment since the

changes are well below the ·limits of observation.

Consider the one phonon term and note  that GU= G.<j  o

i
1,61= M flilM I Ggi [46(54-91 + J.(5-111

43                                (A.28)
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.1 has an appreciable value only when S+A=* , a recipro-

Suppose that 5+K, T e  Then 5-**7  ecal lattice vector.

In the first sum 40(8+Klto , while all other terms are

zeroe     In the second sum 448-(-4K,]00 , while all other

terms are zero. Since Gis= G -ij

1,(5,= fle-2*M i G.j de(54,1
(A.30)3                        -  „   I.S+ t T

Because of detection limitations it is the integrated

intensity which is required.  I,  will continue to denote

the first order scattering throughout the discussion,

although the actual quantity referred to will vary because

of consideration of integrated intensities.  Let i vary

such that 5 +i covers the entire peak of 4.  at *

Guinier(41) shows that

S 4.(81 dvs Z  P.113  2 (A.31)
C.

where   Ve    is the volume   of the primi tive unit   cell   in   the

monatomic crystal and V is  the diffracting volume.

1,61-4  91 3 1, rle-2M  Gl'1           -'                         (Ae32)VT            g.ii= T

Using (A.22) one has

I,d,=  133  y  i.261" 2.(5.81.ill.Efi  =  81[3 f.,4€21'!11 2,(5-6ii,22<i
MK t

-
(Ae33)j - Wij ph llc, K j   W393

;64-4=9

since  v-=N   ,  the  number of atoms involved in the scattering.
VC-

However, it is most likely that the reciprocal volume

.

\
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I.

element around S is large enough to contain many points

<   ,    all   of which Will then contribute to the scattered

intensity.

The K points 4  are distributed over a volume of

9113reciprocal space equal to - . Therefore, the number of
V<

< values per unit volume of reciprocal space is -Kvc _ V.
1 113   -   Firi

where 17.  is the crystal volume.   Let a W  be the recipro-

cal volume element. aw contains St_ 6w points    o
T n3

r 2 -11·1 ZM        -           1.

I,(-5,= (Aw,-1__e   -NY·- 1-(-5.41'11%4 1- =,  Elifti :*(s.&' i) KiiW\
k'i.       1                l. 1                                      m                     J                   "A i

Therefore, in electron units per unit volume of recipro-

cal space

1M
I,6,=   N fl. E- 94(s·e,jlzE;U (A©34)/1   j   wl/j

Consider the two phonon term.

.      1  ('1.€iM -2 S  Gq'i Gi'.3.  Jo(54-14-43 + 40(3 +1.-411
1 2(s J  = a 9 3 1.-i  (A*35)l + 4.(s--%+r) + 40(8-1.-1, j

40 is non-zero only when its argument is a reciprocal
I.

lattice vector.  Suppose that for a given 5 and d  ,
"- - -
S+Q+b=T , where & and b are vectors in the first

Brillouin zone. For each term in the brackets pick out

that value of i  in the sum over <  for which the argu-

ment is of the form 84&&4' .  Then sum over <'  e
4,(549+i.'1= 40(54*+2,4 00     eor  i.=4   ov 19  *Iken  9,= 46.

..= -,

do(454.-i'l=  40(5 +0-912)to      for   i= d    only  voken  %9.to.

\.
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4.(5-F+<'1= 4((5+44%) to   for 9=-21  oA,7 wkev, i.,=6.
-4

40(5--1-0'1 = 40(5+a-i,100  forit=-4 04,i whe,  i,'0-b.

Since   G,j= G-9 , each term is' going to give the same

contribution when the appropriate i  is chosen and the

sum over <'  is carried out.  Thus, the four terms in the

brackets can be reduced to one of the form 44.(5+-9+9,1

I zd)  - 1 (A.36)
1 fle'4 -   G Gi·j' tie(844.+0,1

1JJ'

where    € +4• i'  =  T

But, again, it is the integrated intensity which is of

interest.

i 4.6, « B  pn, *i =  ?Tr' 1 (A.31)
C              VC

126,= 1 Enlii. S.2€izM-2 GiSGrs, (A.37)2 V< 139 .5.

i' =  4-  5-9.

If the reciprocal volume element is aW , there are

-3- B\'.1 points in Aw upon which the double scatteringV
9.3

process can start.

Izig)=  1(aw,NK fle'4.2 GiliGi,3,
ely

t=*-5-i (A.38)

The  sum over  g   is now replaced by an integral  over 4  .

The integral is over all values of    lying ,in. the inter-
I.

sections of a first Brillouin zone surrounding S with

first zones surrounding reciprocal lattice points.  Each

\
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I.

i. value connected with 5  lies in one such intersection
I.

region only. Rewrite  (A.38) to include the different 7   e

105, 9  1(Aw,N K ('' 6-1'1   3.  [G, iGi·/1 -7 ejr 1,5  + 9 4 -9,=  *

(A.39)

1 --*    vt.   a*.  =     K vc
2 Ir,              9.             -i-;Ii    & 0.4 (A.40)

1,cs, =  (131  NK,v'.flel'  5    1  [G-,3 Gi.i] f.=47.*5-i a°'-0
16Tr

5 4      jr

mfer-
seatons

Per unit volume of reciprocal space, one has

rz -iM f   F    i   (45  -24311(5.el,j,11 EQ -E< r
12(g, =     N Vo T  6, Clvi

'r     .4        i j' 2 1
16tr3 42 Inter. 0013 (1'i,Ji (A.41)

Seaions
9,=   4  -6 - i

The expressions for each of the higher order scatter-

ing terms progressively become more complicated, and it

is necessary to use an approximation for their combined

effect. In his-first calculation of thermal diffuse

scattering from a„monatomic solid, Debye used equations(20)

(A.3)  and (A.6), and assumed  that the atomic displacements

are independent of one another.  His result was that

I  cs)= N fz(i. eIM) -- N f leRM(e2M-,1 (A.42)IDS

in electron units. This formula, together with one for

Compton scattering, was experimentally verified by Jauncey

and others(42) for regions in which no TDS maxima occur.

\
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The TDS maxima which do occur are due primarily to the

first order scattering, since the first order scattering

at any -5 is determined by a specific i  .   The maxima in

the second order scattering are much less, since at any
./

S the second order scattering is due to contributions
./

from many pairs of  1 'se The higher order scattering

terms involve contributions from even· many more combina-

tions of wave vectors, with the result that the tendency

of any single combination to cause a peaking is washed oute

Thus, if one can determine that portion of (A.42) which

corresponds to third and higher order scattering, then

that expression should hold not only in regions of no

diffuse maxima, but everywhere. Eldridge has shown(18)

that contributions of the various orders of scattering

can be obtained by expanding the second exponential in (A.42).

-1 M

1      (8 1=      Nfle          (  'Z M  4  Z M    +     1'  3+ . . .1IDS (A.43)

The power of M indicates the order to which a particular

term refers. Thus, for all orders above second one has

I  (51 - Nfle ce -,-215-21  1-ZM ,  11

hislier (A.44)

Equations (A.34), (A.41), and (A.44) refer to the

scattering per unit volume of reciprocal space in electron

units. The obtaining of expressions for the measured

\
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intensities re&uires multiplication by the polarization

factor (Appendix C) and the absorption factor (Appendix D),

followed by integration over the'reciprocal volume element

defined by the allowed incoming and outgoing rays.  The

effect of this integration is discussed in Appendix L.

The measured intensities are expected to be of the form

B Fi ZM

INd) =    1+ k coszle j 2-  Cs. e , 3)z  Eij

1(t) h't 10 k     'j       (Aiki       - - -  ,(A.45)
5+9=7

7--

I -5, s .
<' 1*k - J 33' · (A.46)Bv, f 22' , 1.k coflze) i f i (5·Eii,1(-5.e'Vi.'Ik -Efi-El.i·   4.0,4

31113(*) W'3                            7 \ +er- 4 was·
Sed;0'>5 & 4 <+A, =1.

I         cs) -    8 f2 e /  1  +  k 2052 20  3    ,    EM
-2.M

A.                                                                                                                                                                                                             (A·4 7)
l .I--I- ,   Ce     -i-EM-imt)

'sker l i p)  yn      \           1  4 k

where 8  is the mass absorption coefficient
e

,1 is the atomic mass -

B  is the Bonstant determined by the apparatus

k  is the constant determined by the monochromator

crystale

i
\
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Appendix Bo Compton Scattering for a Monatomic Lattice

The Compton scattering must be accounted for if an

accurate calculation of the expected diffuse scattering

is to be made. There are two approaches which are avail-

able for this calculatione

I.  Hartree-Fock Approach. If it is assumed that the

incident radiation has a frequency considerably higher

than any absorption frequency of the atom, and that the

atomic wave function is a Slater determinant of product

wave functions, where each member of the product is

associated with a particular electron state, then the

Compton scattering from a single atom, in electron units,

can be shown to be

1,5), CL)' IZ- 2% IC..1'- 2: . ff,Li' F Z .11 (Bel)
kt 1

where  4'  is 'the frequency of scattered radiation

1,1 is the frequency of incident radiation

T is '/ [1·, *eAc (3 29)2]
Z is the atomic number

J -4

is·r
rkkis   S 4'  4'Ke    dir
Ck, is      f  'V:  1'1''eli P  dl r

1 is an individual electron wave function

k.,

£ is taken over all pairs of different electrons

with the same spin
d =  41(1+ cosle)>/<(1+Coslle,[1+ 4(1+cosie)]j   ,  0(=  44/rnecl

\
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1

   is a relativistic correction and is negligible at

 

the x-ray wavelength which is used.                                 1

The problem in using (Bol) to calculate Act€) is that
1

one must first know the electron wave functions. Re cently

Cromer and Mann(43) have calculated the Compton scatter-

ing for all spherically symmetric free atoms by using

Hartree-Fock Mave functions determined by Mann.(44) These

calculations do not include the Compton scattering for Pb,

although Cromer and Mann indicate that such calculations           '
I.-

are forthcoming for aspherical atoms." The Compton              i

scattering for carbon and oxygen, which is necessary for

the calculation of the amorphous scattering, also is not

given by Cromer and Mann, but other calculations are

readily available.(10)

There are two points to make concerning calculations

which use (B.1). First, the total intensity of the Comp-

ton radiation is taken to be the sum of the intensities             

scattered by the individual atoms, and such intensities

are calculated for free atoms. One would think that for

a solid, where the outer electrons are affected by the

presence of the other atoms, the total Compton scattering

would be different from that obtained by summing the in-

tensities calculated for free atoms.  However, measurements

-4'.

-A private communication from Cramer indicated that
these calculations had not yet been made at the time of
this writing.

\
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of the compton. scattering(45,46,47,48v49) have shown good

agreement with such calculations. Secondly, it has been

assumed in deriving (Bol) that the incident radiation

has a frequency considerably higher than the frequency

associated with any absorption edge of the atom.  When
k

copper radiation is used this is true for oxygen, carbon

and hydrogen, which are involved in the amorphous scatter-

ing, but it is not true for leado This apparently is

something which has not been corrected for in any Compton-

calculations to date, but the effect of its neglect will

undoubtedly be small for lead, since the Compton scattering

turns out to be a very small fraction of the total diffuse
scattering from leade

II. Thomas-Fermi Approache If calculations involving

(Bel) are not available, it is necessary to use an approach

in which the Thomas-Fermi atomic model(50  is used as a

basis.      In   this_model the atomic electrons are assumed   to
-

comprise a degenerate gas obeying Fermi-Dirac statistics

and the Pauli principle, the ground state energy of the

atom being the zero-point energy of the gase  Aside from

a change of scale, the derived charge density has the same

t form for all atoms, and can be thought of as an average

charge density in which maxima and minima due to different

electron groups are smoothed out.  In the heavier atoms

such as lead the effect of an individual electron group on

the charge density will not be so large as with the light

\
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atoms, and it is expected that the..average charge den-

sity·will be a better approximation for the heavier atoms.

Using the Thomas-Fermi .atomic model, Heisenberg cal-(21)

culated the Compton scattering from a free atom.  In

electron units the Compton intensity was found to be

i.,c  )  =     z  (fll    S (-s,
(Be 2)

F„

where s.   , -  i f'.1, {   I *] "F-  41'   I. Vgil "'  ,  t h I

F = r-231(
r is the distance measured from the center of

the atom

Z is the atomic number

a =  0.41/2,(1    k = distance characteristic of

the atom

*(Fl is the potential at radius r in units of
zela

71 =   (0·176 1 (4Tr/Al  Sine / -L /3
'/1

I F, is determined by  0;31  = n

Pohler and Hanson( 51) most recently have tabulated   S    as

a function of .4 .

For either (Bel) or (B.2) the scattering from

identical atoms is given by

Ic(-5, =  N i<(51 e  N( 11 dc(31
1

(B.3)

When the polarization factor and the absorption factor

are taken into account, and (B.3) is integrated over the
\
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reciprocal volume element, one has

B(' 1•k1 + k Co51 20-')
Ic(%1 = -

i£13) (B.4)
C 11  +   8,)  'n                  'e      e

where m is atomic mass

8 is the mass absorption coefficient for incoming
P

radiation

2 is the mass absorption coefficient for scattered
F

radiationo

-

-

\
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Appendix Ce  Polarization Factor

In Appendices A and B the expressions for TDS and

Compton sdattering are given in electron units. This

means that a particular scattered intensity is expressed

in terms of the classical scattering from a single free

electron placed  in the position  of the sanple. It is

possible to do this only if the sample is assumed to be

ideally mosaice Let Ie be the power per unit solid angle

scattered classically by a free electron·when I.  is the

power per unit area in the incident beam.

Ie=  1 0 r.. C. (C.1).  ,  1+ k (052 29-  1+ k

where r. is the classical electron radius

ze is the scattering angle

k is the ratio of that portion of the incident

intensi ty associated  with a polarizati.on paral-

lel to the diffraction plane to that portion

of the. incident intehsity associated with a

polarization 1 to the diffraction plane.

The relevant geometry of the experiment is shown in Figure

C-le

Source

Scample k= I1                                                                         21
Iol

monochromator  f

Figure C-1. Polarization of Incident Radiatione

\
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If it is assumed that the beam from the source, which

strikes the monochromator, is unpolarized, then k depends

on the nature of the monochromator crystal.  Let 2GM be

the angle which the beam diffracted by the monochromator

makes with the beam from the source. Then

k  =    k   =   cosl le,        (52)    if    the monochromator crystal is ideally
371

mosaic

k  =     kp c  I cos le,4 1
if the monochromator crystal is ideally(53)

perfecto

Por the lithium fluoride monochromator crystal used in

the present work 20= 45' so that km= 0.500 and kp= 0.7070
Workers who have determined dispersion curves from

x-ray TDS have used k =km, but in 1963 Miyahe et al.(54)
showed that the particular lithium fluoride monochromator

crystal which they were using had a value for k between km

and kp.  They considered the crystal to behave as if it were

part ideally mosaic and part ideally perfect.  More recently

Jennings measured the polarization ratio for his lithium(55)

fluoride monochromator by measuring integrated intensities

for the (333) reflection from a perfect Ge crys tale  He

obtained k=0.722, a value which not only is different

from km, but which even does not fall between km and kp.

He explains this in terms of a large secondary extinction

effect for a crystal having a small mosaic spreade Thus,

it is obvious that k depends on the particular monochro-

mator crystal used, and it is necessary that it be deter-

\
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mined experimentally for each.  In. the present work k

is obtained from the amorphous scattering.

\
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Appendix De  Absorption Corrections

1,  Absorption Factor for a Flat Surface.  In electron

units the expressions for TDS and Compton scattering

are of the form

Ics) =   N ics) =  1 ics) E  V i'(51
Vc                                            (Del)

-

where V  is the crystal volume involved in the scattering

Vt is the volume of the primitive cell

N is the number of atoms involved in the

scattering

*61 is the scattering in electron units per atom

When the scattering by a single electron is included,

(Del) becomes

1  /  1+k Cost 20
I (51  =    Ie r.    t.          1  + k   Vii'(11 E I.V i"(51 (D.2)

To account for -absorption in the incident and scattered

beams it ·is necessary to take  V   to be a crystal volume

element at some point below the surface of the crys tal,

and then to modify (D.2) to include absorption along the

incident and scattered paths. The total scattering is

found by integrating over the irradiated crystal volume.

This has the effect of adding the scattered intensity
1

from different volume elements, which is the same as say-

ing that the crystal is ideally mosaic.

\
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that the crystal normal   and the crystal symme try direc-

tion do not coincide. It is also assumed that the diffrac-

tion vector is separated from the symmetry direction by

the angle Aw , as would be the case when transverse modes

are investigated. Figure D-1 shows the geometry of the

probleme In (b) and (c) the diagrams showing the rela-

tionships among the angles are drawn with the crystal

normal having a.length of unitye

Clv= · Z =bo,       ,d         S d z
sinee +4+ AW) (Do 3)s in  (6 + 4 + Ato)

where S is the beam cross-section.

dI=  i"(8, I. 6*tz/since+0(+4(01 e All/s,V\(e-4-Awl  S dz
sin (0 + 4 + Aw)

-Al I Ys\*e +6+ Awl + '/since-,4- aw)]z
i"(5 1  Io S e dz

sin( 0 + 4 + Awl (D.4)

T                                                               T
i' (51-fo 5 r          - Alt   -     3   z

I,   41 -- ' \e dz
0          ·      SinCe 40(+ Awl    1

C       -ar[ 95(«e 44+8"A + Tsince-4-Aw)   
i., l.g) los                             11- e

Al   i +   S,nce 4 * 4 aw)- 1 L J (Dog)
SinCe - 04- AL.01

where  Al  is the -linear absorption coefficient and T  is
1

the crystal thickness. For T -* 00 or  AT '77 1

I z
los -  in (51

u I,  +  3&*10 4 0( + Ale) 1Siv\(e-ol-acul (De 6)

\
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(a)

crystal crystal normal
normal               '             \

AX I:

4- .        0 210    0               be-am

1       /  bw   +   /

eye position :,b'

for (b)
symmetry

symmetry - diffraction direction

direction vector
t

9 eye position for ( c)

sinB Sin 4*

(b)
4-- COS B

beam r AX                                                                               AX
8

- projection of crystal

[3 211 normal into planeof   diagram

1(C) symmetry direction
-/*-- diffraction vector

SAB Cos a*
W /

be am             - /beam
width=b --<  4. --

/1.,6-,(-aw                                        Co,B
e.**+ow'7\

-   d z E  i 1 9 3
\ ze
\

Figure D-1. Geometry for the Absorption Correction

\
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Change (D.6)· to a form involving e , Ap , 8$ , and B  e
Sih(644+6*1 _    since fawl cos 4 + cos(e 4 AW) Sin EL

Sin (0 -  4- AW) sir\(e-Alu) cosol - cos(e-Aw) Sinc(
(D.7)

Sin(e 4 AW)· + .COS(0 + AW) tanof
S i n(9- ALO)  -   Cos (e- ALO)   '' av\ 4

From Figure D-le (c) it is seen that

tan of =  ta  B cos 80
(D.8)

Therefore

Io 5 1"(-51
I=

u  f,  +    Since+&w) +  cos Ce+AwlicxnBcos at 1 (D.9)
L     '514(e-AW)- cos (e-AW) te,%6 COS 64  1

(De9) should hold for traversals in off-symmetry directionse

However, for symmetry directions,    for  which   Aw= 0'   ,    the

sample can be aligned such that 60= 900*  Then

I= -
-       for    al,0 = 0'. (De 10)

:Le 5 i"( 1 _      los  C'(51

  F,  +    ince 4 Alul 1
9

2. LA

- S\V< 0 - AL©) -
k.

or

I. 5 ,    1  +   k  Cose  l e  \I =   - rt t' 1+k ,
,(gl (D.11)

2 u Vc

But     ,  the mass absorption coefficient, is the quantity

which is usually dealt with instead of 4 , the linear

absorption coefficient. P is the density of the sampleo

Since   Vc   is  the  volume  per  atom, u.Yc z-(L )ev  =  6& w. 

           where m is the atomic mass.

\
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1(51 =

2 (1,1 m i        1 4 k     -/   I
(5)

(De 12)

Id) is the scattered energy per unit volume of recipro-
-'.

cal space at the diffraction vector 5 .

II. X-Ray Penetration Deptho From equations (Des) and

(D.6)    with   4 =  AU)=0 , one has
1 LAY,

Ix  c  Gx =   1- es,Re
(D.13)I.0

where Ix is the intensity scattered from a surface layer

of depth x

I-  is the intensity scattered  from all depth.s.

(D.13) can be rewritten in the form

X·=:  !<* S,4 4   ,   where    Kx=  IM( 1-Gxl (De14)
24

Figure D-2 shows the penetration depth x for lead plotted

against 20 for various values of G* e Figure D-3 shows

x for Pb,  Al,  Ni,-and Cu plotted against 20  for Gx= 0.950

The  curves were calculated using   u  =  263   cm-1,  AN,=    878   cm-1,
A\

Ue 938 on-1, and 5  -  2552 cm-1. These numbers probablypb-

are not very precise, but they certainly are good enough

to allow the different penetration depths to be comparede

u is determined from the.appropriate mass absorption

coefficient and density.  For example, in the case of lead,

 c 232 cm2/ g  for CuJfol and e= 11 g/cm3. This gives

U  =  2552   cm-1.
Pb

\
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III.  Effect of Surface Roughness on Absorption Factor.

Since the general problem becomes very complicated, one

specific case will be treated in ,order to get some idea

of this effect. Consider there' to be. incident upon the

sample a beam of width "a" perpendicular to the diffrac-

tion  plane  and of width  "b"  in the diffraction plane .

Let the sample surface consist of rows of 900 peaks

having slant height h.  Assume the rows to be perpendic-

ular to the diffraction plane, and the scattering angle

28 to be 900, so that the incident and scattered beams

are perpendicular to the sides of the peaks.   Let b =  mh ,

where m is an integere Figure D-4 shows the geometry of

the probleme

In the nth region at the position (x,z) the absorption

length for the incoming beam is z, while the absorption

length for the outgoing beam is nh - x.  Using only that

part of the incident beam which strikes the first face,
 

one finds that the intensity dcattered from a volume

element in region n is

- u(z + Mh-x) .,l 1 -JA(Z+ht'-%181=  i"l€1  ie dve =   lo G  A   (5 1 e dz ax
(D.15)

6 6 lk k
u(-1*24-yA , r

-t*(2+36-x)'--. 

34  k

ed =  a lo i.61 [ i dz I '1*eu<Z+IA-4 + i dz i d,
e +  J  dj j dx e

60 k o 14  0

03 Rk   k
-u(Z+Mk-0

a  1.   i."cil   76,  f  dz   S   dx  e
n     Ch-,34

0
(De16)

\.
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Figure  D-4.   X-Ray Beam Scattered  by 90° Peaks Through 26=90°
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where BI is 'the intensity for a beam of width h just

covering one peak.

Let
AL'       4hh    k

U (2  4 "6 -%1
. M44  f      -ACZ,          C       'Ax  d xSE  f  dz f ax e =e 1 e   dz J e

Chil k o (V\-,34 (D.17)
0

-Ah:Ae -Mk* -(n-,1 44
-    e .e lie'--,12A

ah , r.i b a k
-(14- A uk)=      6.  c  , -  e        1   l

e -e

1, i n =   2   0-e#')  EL L e -C 1 =  1- e    1(-,\'\(i"Uk
r   -in JAk -(in-0 447 A*$1 00 (D.18)

4=1 AA.2        Am O

|-2*4/ t 1      , eah- C
42 C- a#e k) Till 'e'·p'+1 1 (D.19)

since the sum is a geometric series.

0 J ,(Ak

61 =  Skiel (e    -1 1
A&2 ellk+I (De 20)
-

Since the incident beam covers m peaks,

I =      a IO  i.0(51  1 6   / euk_,  \  _    los  2'(51   r 2. (euk-,1-

4,2 k                     C   PRTT  1    -         .         2 U               l iik ( euk + I 11

uh
1(e -0 I r Int44(tubtq (D.21)

where S is the incident beam cross-section and I
flat

             the intensity scattered from a flat surface.2 (eah- 11
Therefore I/lglat

= r-=------ (D.22)
u.k (euh 4/1

\.
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I/IFId is p.lotted against u h in Figure D-5.  It is

seeri   that   in this particular   case   I <  Ict t    for   all   values

of    a  ho

Ah •      1

41   = 1 15  -, 7 = uk <fl (D.23)
nat   #hi eL&"41 i 1+ it

-+1 Alk-* O

1/ I           - 2 (D.24)nat  - Ah U\A ,71

-DO u h ->00

IV. Absorption Factor for Compton Scattering.  The wave-

length of the Compton radiation is larger than that of the

incident radiation and is a function of the scattering

angle 20 e Since the absorption coefficient j.s a function

of wavelength, it is necessary to account for the effect

of this wavelength change on the absorption factoro

( 8 Ac *Pion) fia' 
= 0.04852 1 and occurs  at 20 =  1800.    To

include this effect the approach of Part I of this appendix

is used, but with the linear absorption coefficient for

the outgoing path taken to be W , where u'  is a function

of 2e e  Then, instead of (D.6), one has

.Lo b

1 = ind, (D.25)AL+ Al'  14(e +ol + Aw)
S\nce- 4- Awl

If the sample is oriented such that &   and 44)  are zero,

10 SI= irs) (D.26)li + ill'

\
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   The problem is to determine 1 for lead, and also
for C, H, and 0, which are components of the amorphous

scatterers* A satisfactory expression for the mass absorp-

tion coefficient seems to be(35)

j '   =       C   )3  -    D   X4     +    d K- N    N Z/A (De 27)

where C and D are functions of Z and change abruptly at an

absorption edge

4 is the Klein-Nishina expression for the free
K-N

electron scattering cross-section

N  is Avogadrols number

Z is the atomic number

A  is the atomic weight in atomic units (oxygen

scale).

For wavelengths close to CuKa radiation Nak-N takes

the form

Na'k.N = Co·oto) A + .3-16
(De 28)

1   =   C   2-D A 4   +   (O.0101 A+.376  -L/AThus, (D*29)

i

The .values of C and D in the same wavelength region are

given in the Table D-1 for H, C, 0, and Pb.

\



Element(D C D

102

H (.9921) 0.0127 00466 x 10-K

c (*4995) le22 0.0142

O (..5000) 3.18 O.0654

pb(*3957) 91.4. 20 o 0

Table D-1. C and D values for mass absorption

coefficient expression. The wave-

length is assumed to be near Cukd e

The wavelength in 1 for Compton scattering at a scattering

angle 2 6 is given by the usual expression(56) .

A= AcakA + Co·0247-61 (1-cos le) (D.30)

....

\
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Appendix E. Atomic Scattering Factors   and Dispersioh

Corrections

Atomic scattering factors computed from various

atomic models now are available for all neutral atoms

and many ions.  In any calculation involving a scattering

factor one has the problem of deciding which of the avail-

able scattering factors to use. Cromer has compared(30)

scattering factors from four different atomic models,

and comes to the conclusion that for the lighter elemen,ts

up to· "Rb' the scattering factors given in the Inter-

national Tables for X-Ray Crystallography are probably(57)

the best.  Most of these have been calculated from Hartree-

Fock wave functions. Relativistic effects are not in-

cluded, but for these lighter elements they have no

appreciable effect. For elements heavier than Rb+ Cromer

finds that relativistic effects become important, and

he suggests that scattering factors calculated from Dirac-

Slater wave functions(31) be used. These uave functions

include relativistic and exchange effects, since they

have been calculated by a self-consistent field approach.

using the Dirac equations with Slaterls(58) approximate

· exchange correction. In the article which gives the

(31)Dirac-Slater scattering factors, Cromer and Waber

list not only scattering factors, but also the coefficients

a t      ,   b i,     and    C      which   fit    the    function

<                                                                         4         - 6,(stne/All
f  (slne 1  -    S  ai e +C0 A  i=,                (E.1)

i
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   The coefficients are compiled for all of the Dirac-Slater

scattering factors, and this function is very convenient

to use in calculations requiring a computer.

Since lead is heavier than' Rb  , the Dirac-Slater

scattering factors are used. The appropriate coefficients

are the following:

a,= 3406835 b,= 007510 c =     13.8110

at= 15.6672 bz=  3•8461

a, = 1302207 b, =    11 02247

44 = 4.5820 b4= 49*8236

The H, C, and 0 scattering factors, which are used in

calculating amorphous scattering, are taken from the

International Tables for X-Ray Crystallographye (57)

The scattering factor calculations are made under

the assumption that the energy of the incident radiation

is much larger than that associated with the K absorption

edge,  This holgls for H, C, and 0, but it does not hold

for lead when CuK4 radiation is used.  In fact, CuKi

radiation falls not only below the K edge, but also the

LI  ,  Ln,  and  LII , edges. Using the Dirac-Slater wave

functions, Cromer(32) has calculated dispersion corrections

 
to the scattering factors for elements 10 through 98

for five different x-ray wavelengths, including CuKol o

If  f0  is the scattering factor given by  (E.1),  and Af'
and AF"  are the real and imaginary components of the

< anomalous dispersion, the total scattering factor, & ,
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is given by

f=   f.  +   a f l  +   i  A f"
(E.2)

Af' and Af" are functions of sine/A   , but the variation

is so small that it is usually neglected, as is the

case    here.        For   lead   and    CuK ot radiation Cromer finds     that

ar,= 8 f "=  1,834.64      ,
(E.3)

.-

1

\
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Appendix Fe  Debye-Waller Factor

The Debye-Waller factor  is  of  the  form € 2-in ,   and

it is shown in Appendix A that

1.M= 161rlcsine/All Ul(-51
(F.1)

.„

u(5) is the mean square displacement of an atom in the

direction of 5 , the diffraction vector.  Under the

.assumption that &261 is independent of direction (F.1)

is usually written in the form

2 M=    2 B<T)(sin,9 12
A (F.2)

If one uses the Debye approximation, in which the frequency

of vibration is assumed to be a linear function of wave

vector,
6 61-T    r

i Bll) Z  -·- I  tcx, + 1,1 (F.3)
M k ®2. L

where e is the x-ray Debye temperature

X S (84-r              -
and *M + 44 is the function shown in Figure F-1.

The vibrational spectrum of a crystal is not a

Debye spectrum, and this deviation is accounted for by

  allowing   @ .to  have a temperature dependence.      Thus,

it is important for the researcher to know the ® value

for the particular temperature at which he is working.

For the present work this is (EDR ,  the room,temperature

value o Alexopoulos et al.(34) have measured @(Tl  for

\.
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lead in the range 100-500'K by measuring integrated

intensities of several reflections as a function of

temperature.  This work seems to be the most complete to

date, and it gives good agreement with previous work by

Chipman  59)    The    result   i s

®R= 85*i 6'K (F.4)

Let OR+=   91'K,  ®R %    85'K, +  OR. =- 79'K.    With TR.  2950K
and using Figure F-1 to determine 4(yj +· -   for each temper-

ature, one finds
e1

BR+ =   L98  A

B R =   1.21 Al (FeS)

B FL.%   2.63 12

Thus
-2-M -3.96(Sine/A)2
e  R+ = e

-4.54(sine/k)1
€1MR = e

' €2MR-= £-5.26(sing/All (F.6)

-2MR .
This is an appreciable spread, but only e is used in

-

-7-MR
the calculations. The use of e is given further

backing by the recent work of Grimvall and Grimvall.
(60)

Using the lead frequency spectrum determined by Stedman

et al.(36) they have calculated the room temperature

Debye temperature to be 84'Ke

i
\
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Appendix Go  Amorphous Scattering and Absolute Intensity

Measurements

In order to determine the absolute intensity of

radiation scattered from the lead sample, it is necessary

to measure high angle scattering from an amorphous material.

Scattering from amorphous materials typically consists

of a few broad low angle peaks followed by an intensity

which changes very slowly with increasing anglee  The

scattering from lucite, as shown in Figure G-1, displays

this form, and it was chosen as the primary amorphous

standard.

Lucite is an amorphous material which is made up of

large molecules, so the coherent and Compton scattering

from molecules instead of single atoms must be considered.

The large low angle peaks in amorphous scattering are

due in part to intermolecular interference, but at high

angles this becemes negligible, and not only do the

molecules. scatter.-independently, but the atoms within a

(61)molecule scatter independently. At high angles the

unmodified scattering in electron units per molecule is

i Mci,  =   i n p f p
(G.1)P

where np  is the nuaber of atoms of the p th kind in the

molecule, and the sum is over the different kinds of atoms

in the moleculee

\.

.
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                                           In   a  sitail ar manner the total Compton scattering

from a molecule is the sum of the scattering by each of

the atoms in the moleculee

iCM=  1.  rlpilop - C )1  2 ned(P (G.2)
P                      P

where icp  is the Compton scattering in electron units

for the  p th kind of atom.

When absorption is accounted for and the scattering

by a single free electron is included, one has from (Dell)

and   (D e 26)

-           I  5       1.1+k c o e 29
1 t.'51   =           -L_      re    (2,1 \7( 1+k -)  S n p f p

(G.3)P

Iagi = .I,S   . rt ( 11.leas'20 ) C· '11 2 hpJcp (G.4)\         1 + k                         p( LA 4 0 1 Ve

where Ve is the molecular volume and K and 2 are the

linear absorption coefficients for the unmodified and

modified radiation, respectively.  To express (G.3) and (G.4)

in terms of the mass absorption cobfficients note that

tk Vt=  CA ) P VC· =   1 . N , 01 .
(G#5)

where W\, ct. is the molecular masse   Thus

„   + k Castle \              n
p r: (t,)22 nflcp 7

I tot=   I + I c =  I. 5 rk<     ., + k
,  [ -:  izii-ics-   +    t. 1   , 't.    p-1..1

(G.6)

\.
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               When (G.6) is integrated over the reciprocal volume

element, as is shown in Appendix L the ·result is

linegs = B (,+kcoszle) 
lihest + -V P -

(11'}1 2 Apdcp  7
Itk 1(lp) 'M=, ( 8&  4   1&' 1  m=ol.   (G.7)

P    e

If P= , the quantity which depends on the
1 +  k C052 10

1+ k

amorphous sample used is

1*eas       =         7    n p fp cy,12 1 nedce (G.8)+-0 p
BP

29 M 01. r 8  +  .AL' 3 h.
\   P          e     J  " ,*or.

ts for the material must be determined in terms of
9

the mass absorption coefficients of the atoms which make

up the molecule, If a beam of incident intensity 1. passes

through a distance x  in the material

h=  EAA.x-.  6(U,+Ut+---1 X (G.9)
Is

where  a,  ,  81  , ---  are  the  codtributions  to the total

linear absorp tion coe fficient  from the different atoms

comprising the material e

Ix z e  r    pt                            (G.10)
- (   !2; "+   !bl 22 + - - -1 X  a     E G lpx

Ie

u  -     fl CM)          0%     U7 -   e   P' + -F (711 +
(G.11)

or

*=  W.(!>),twa  (*114---
(G.12)

\
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where Wp  is the fractional composition by weight of the

p th kind of atom.  In a material composed of one kind

of molecule

total mass of the pth kind of·element in the molecule .
up= mass of molecule

= *-np-ME (G.13)
rn

h ot.

Therefore  C  .1 M-p  Z *Ip(tlp wlv ol,=  '  hp V.r p (1*)pP

-1 11' 1<
1 *ea;      -          %    n p +  p                -              +         (97  1        LpL   n p u c p

Bp  -
'P - (Go14)
2:En'*p *p            .1,  hp,y,p  [(9'11 + di),1

Lucite is polymerized methyl methacrylate.  It con-

sists of long chain molecules, where each link in the

chain is of the form

COOCH3
1

-- -  c H,    -  c.  
(G.15)

C 13

The chains can have different lengths, so that lucite

re'ally is compohed of a mixture of molecules.  However,

since the case in which the atoms scatter independently

is being treated, lucite can be considered to be composed

of identical molecules given by  (G.15) e The relevant

 :                formula for one molecule is then CSH802*  For lucite

(G.14) becomes

\
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I.«A, =       s e,  F F: *z e·BP 5  m,(!p)(  +   8 M.* M  , 24  (!pl.

11| 2 5 4 ce  +   8 d C H    +  1 Jco+ (9.1 (Ge16).            5 „,c[l )4* eN 34 + 8,•w[liti. fllf)'41.14. IC,1,+ (Mi'.]

1154, can be calculated very easily as a function of 2 e
BP

by use of a computer if th6 2e dependence of the scatter-

ing factors, the Compton terms, and the mass absorption

coefficients are known.

The scattering factors for H, C, and 0 were taken

from the International Tables for X-Ray Crystallographys (·57)

squared, and plotted against Stne/A     The resulting curves

were approximated by straight lines in the region sihe/A= 0.5
to    sinelk=   0.6,   which   includes    the   angular   interval    traversed

for the amorphous scattering. With this approach

4-3 0.02-0.03 3129

f/=  5-12,4- 4.80 sl e (G.17)

 =  13.90- 16.91  sice

No dispersion corrections were applied since the energies

of the K absorption edges are well below the photon energy

of the CuK . radiation.
The Compton scattering terms for C and.0 were also

taken from the International Tables for X-Ray Crystal-

lography, and were approximated by a straight line(10)

between  siae =  0.5 and S, e = 0.6 .  The result is
A                    A

\
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Jcc= 3.23 + 2.40 3 e

dco= 4.11 + 3.44 sine
A                         (Go 18)

4 eg-  1-  C: =  0.98 4 0.03  5120

As discussed in Appendix D.IV

31'= c A3- D A# 4 80.0 0'A +.37 ]Z/A
9

Act) =  ACL,# + O.02424 ( 1- cosiel (G.19)

where the coefficients depend on the element used. For

the unmodified radiation(35)

( ) c.=  4.40   ,    (1 lw=  0.435  ,   (4610=  ll.5 .Cm,/ S (G.20)

In order to determine BP as a function of scattering

angle the calculated values of Imea/Bp are compared with

measured values of the count rate, I Meas -  Then

B  p (2 el  =1      - -

(G.21)
Imens

Imeos/ BP

Now

B P = · 8( · ' +k cost 3:12.) =   -L   +   ..8(<     Coe ze (G.22)
1*k 1 1+k 1+ k

The plot of BP versus cosl 20  should show data approximat-

ing a straight line. A least squares fit to the data then

gives -8 and -Bk , from which the values of B and kItk 14 k

can be determined.

The  results  of the calculation of  I'r.e# /Bp for lucite

over the region of interest are shown in Table G-le  Figure          

G-2 shows the values of BP versus cos2 2e which correspond

\
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to  lucite data taken -with the diffractometer slit system

fixed as it was for most of the lead data.  The straight

line is a least squares fit to the BP data, and its slope

and intercept give B= (2.84 i .02) x 10-21 cm2/sec, and

k = 0.85 1 .01.  Some of the earliest lead data was obtained

with a slightly larger horizontal divergence exit slit,
-21

and the appropriate B and k values were B= (3.99 k .02) x 10

cm2/sec  and k= 0.86 i .010

\
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I                                   I
meas,  -2, meas -2.

20 cos22e Bp 'lcm j 20 cos220    BP  (cm  )

21                               21
119046 .24188 28 e 707Xlo 128007 .38023 28.167xlo
119.73 ·24593 28.687 128.34 ·38481 28.151
120.01 .25015 28.673 128.62 ·38957 28.136
120 429 .254110 28.654 128.90 .39434 28.116
120057 025867 28.634 129.18 ·39912 28.101
120.84 .26280 28.616 129*46 .40391 28.082
121.12 *26712 28.598 129.73  - ·40854 28.069
121.40 .27145 28.580 130.01 ·41335 28.052
121.68  .27581 28.561 130*29 .41817 28.037
121*96 .28019 28.545 130.57 •42299 28.022
122.23 .28443 28.527 130.85 •42782 28.006
122.51 .28885 28.507 131.12. .43249 27.992
122.79 .29329 28.490 131.40 .43733 27.974
123.07 *29775 28.471 131.68 .44219 27•961
123,34 .30207 280453 131.96 ·44704 27.94-7
123.62 .30657 28.437 132.23 .45173 27.928
123.90 .31108 28.422 132*51 ·45660 27·914
124.18 .31561 28.403 132.79 .46147 27*899
124.46 .32017 28.384 133.07 .46634 27*883
124.73 .32#57 28.369 133,35 .47122 27·868
125.01 .32915 28.353 133.62 .47592 270853
125.29 .33376 28.335 133·90 .48081 27•840
125.57 .33837 28.318 134.18 .48569 27·824
125•84 ·34284 28.300 134.46 .49058 27•811
126.12 .34749 28.284 134.73 ·49529 27.799
126.40 .35215 28.265 135ool •50018 27.781
126.68 .35682 28.250 135·29 .50506 27·768
126.96  .36151 _ 28.236 135.57 .50995 27•752
127.23 ·36605 28.309 -135.85 ·51483 27.738 21
127.51 .37076 28.198 136.12 .51954 27·724xlo
127.79  .37549   28.181x1021

Table G-le
Imeas for Lucite.
BP

i
\

-
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Appendix He Second Order TDS in·Terms of Interatomic

Force Constants

In Appendix A it is shown that the second order TDS,

126) , is given by

1 -lri'1+kcoszze\Sii (5.iii)1(s·89 1,)Eli-Erj,   d·u-
Ilcil=(const.1 f e  C  ,+k   /    JJ'     4,3. W3,., 9   (Hel)T inter- .1 ij

sectioH
-.

subject  to the condition that 5-1--4= T   .    For a given
-A

reciprocal lattice vector T the integral is over the

intersection region of a first Brillouin zone centered
--/

on S and one centered on 7 e It is desired to express

(Hel) in terms of interatomic force constants instead of

frequencies and polarization vectors.  The treatment used

is that briefly outlined by Froman.
(15)

(62)
Using the harmonic approximation, Ziman shows

that for a lattice with one atom per unit cell

3                                          (H02)
i   (D.,0,3,- 54(4)  e fe= 0 f o r      4  0    1,2,3.
B=i

where e%$ is the 6 th component of the polarization vector

associated with  the wave vector i  ,  and

-  DAB, ,= t i (3  1   2N;·B ,P.,
£05(i.11 (He3)

m is the atomic mass, n.  is the 4  component of the dis-
£4

placement from its equilibrium position of the atom whose
A  - - -

equilibrium position is defined  by  i   ,  h= 1- f'  ,  and V    is

the lattice potential energy. 9-V n- 371-
is identified as

f*  1'6

\



5- (DoleeD - Sol0(A) 3 1 el'10 =0,   0(= 1,2,3 5 1= 1,2,3 (H.4)

120

the interatomic force constant which represents the force

on the atom att  in the direction 4  when the atom at  '

is displaced a unit distance in the direction B .

Now  IDid»- Sole 'AAI=o determines the three eigenvalues

wl . j= 1, 2, 3.  (H.2) is then used to determine the
1j

0.

eigenvectors e". . for which the orthogonality relationh.3 '
-*        -

is e<j. e.fj,= 42  o   Then (H.2)  is of the form
3

0=1

If in (H.1) it is assumed that T  is high enough so
./

that E = kT  for each vibrational  mode,  and S   is  replaced

by 161 %    ,

  -4 15 14(k T)2-    j  33'   - 1 d vA
f    5   (%. el.j)2(&. -21.3,12

Wib Wity (H.5)'r                                   Inter-
section € - g. 9. =  T

The integral of interest, which will be designated by   ,

is

-a  \1 -
SS       2.(&.Efi),(s·ef.j.1 d 12-1

(He 6)J J'             .-      1             1                                            9
inter - (Altks  W rj,

Sechon S - 1,-i: s *

To find (H.6) in terms of force constants, it is necessary

to solve for 4 (% · eis) in terms of the constants.
J  Wrj

7- (f. -e  ill =  2  3  (&*el,jo ) : (&0 eis 6'1     - 21  %8%07-  e-,p. *e,je
j   w„     3     - d e J           QI I (He 7)13                              '4 1

From  (Ii.4.)    1   .D,0Gi el,30  =  ei1 ),   r= 1,1.,3 ;  1= 1,2,3 (H.8)
0-= 1 Ll) U

\.

L-
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Multiply (H.8)  by el,jOL   and sum over j: .
3           3                      3

11    D ¥0(11 5-  e ija efjo   =   2 e- (H. 9)
. 3 al  e 13 r i. 1,1,3

G=1 3=,.
Wis

.

3=1

(H.9) provides three sets of equations, with each.set

containing three equations in three unknowns.  The unknowns

are  just the quantitiesN- efj° efjo which are to be founde
J - Idis

As stated above, an orthogonality condition is

ii     e TA.  e A.3, a   =        S·3 3, (H.10)
4= 1

One can show a second orthogonality condition to be
3

1  eziloc ers, - solw
(Hell)3= i

Thus (Ho 9) becomes

2.     D ¥BS)  1   e r' S a e t'  0      =    S..l   (H.12)
Bel

J= i              wsj

By   Kramer t s    rule    one    has

3
1-   efjctel. 0    -       Aela (1,3    -

- . . .
j= #                                                                                        a (il (H.13)Wrj.*

where

6(41 0    8 et  ( Dre)

1 641 \
Ae(liiD= det (Dial with the e column replaced by 1 8*z J .

gd3

Thus   6 40(fi= cofactor associated with the element Dde
02+ d

= (- 11 (minor of Dole ) 9

From (H. 6), (H.7), and (H.13)

5,   * ,1.·Iik:  9«A, tte'] [ 3699 &«'s,· 41:t,r' ] dvi
seaion

\
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/
9=2    F   [-%     )   ('„, il 3.1[   i     )  ( 8·'Bc£') (%,1   d ..,-4 y L al/Ll (H.14)

9
7     ihter-                                                                                              61-

Section

5- 9- 4' -- T

The intersection regions in (H.14) add to give the first

Brillouin zone.  It is desirable to replace %          by
T inlerseelion

an integral over the first zone.

8406(7  =    Acle (8-El-*1   =      648(S-Ell
A (9,1 8(8-4-91 8(6-il

since the elements of these determinants, which are of

the form given in (H.3), are periodic in reciprocal
-' al

space o Thus, for each different T in the sum over T

in (H.14) 6806-4-:fl/AC-5-4-*1 is replaced by 60(8(5-t//AG-A)  ,

and the 1 S becomes an integral over the first1 interseaion
Brillouin zone.  From (H.1), (H.5), and (H.6)

1 -ZM( S + kc051 le-) 1514(kT)2
11(1) = (const.1  f   e     1'     1+k            /

.

,    ct,   t   , c..fi,)(1) -jI.*    '  c«, .i- i')( )1  4,ti-  jl -
Ist Zone 6(01 Al€-1) (Hels)

where     ACT#=  det (Ddecil)=   D,i Dal D,3420,1113 Dzl-(01023+DiiD, +033 Dit)
r,  1

64-9= D12.033- ul3
1.

6 1%(-91  -     D„  133 -  D,3

633(i) 4  Dit Dal- D k

8,·Al=   62.,(1.1=  -Dil.DB3+DI3023

A 13(17 = 6381 =  D,2 D£3- Dil Du
6 23(1)=   832(9=   -0"013+  Dil D,3

\
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-7
COS(i..·k)

0 40(11 =  R .i ( .3 72-1.l 91128, evil.

and the integral is over the first zone, which is defined

by   the   planes   01,,=  1 3q ,  9,z= t        ,    93= 1 211       ,   anda

19,1 + igil + 19'31 = 1       .

I (5) depends on &  , the unit vector in the direction

of the diffraction vector, and on D B<41 . From (He3)

DAB<* -1   *A  %   04 (3(Al COS(-9.Gl (H.16)k

where the 040 now represent the force constants.  In (H.16)
I.

the i contains the term k=O e To eliminate this term
h

consider the force in the 4 direction on the atom at

the origin due to a displacement of the atom at h  .

rd- 4 Yele (H.17)r    -   _ .9   Ah      (Til   U er-41
0

For displacements of all atoms
-

Fi =  -1 36  *.tod) Ue'Th
B h (H.18)

In a translation of the lattice as a whole Ue is independ-
+

ent of k .  It is just the B component of the lattice

translation, and Fo<co since the entire lattice is displaced.

O= 1- uwl $48(A) 0   t•le<51=0
8 -4  h

since UB  is arbitraryo

Therefore 4,48(01 =  - X *AB<ki (H.19)hto

i.
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and D 018(93= -- «8 (H.20)
kto

Thus, 04&4) can be determined by summing over all atomic

positions outside the atom at the origin.  Note that

the · D<B  are the components of a symmetric matrix since

 B= 404  •    The  1& is usually carried out over shells
k

of atoms around ·the origin, with each atom in a given

shell located at a point demanded by the symmetry of the

lattice. For a cubic material consider the atom at the
+

lattice point  k with coordinates 1., t' 1'1    s "3 (1 , where

6,,   hz  ,     and  h3 are three integers    for   which    6,2  413 1132

O.  ((torM)  is its force constant matrix,  and the matrices

of the other atoms in the same shell consist of rearrange-

ments of the same force constants. Thus, with a given

shell of atoms one can associate at most six independent

force constants. Squires(63) gives expressions for Doloci·1

in terms of sums over shells of atoms around the origin

for fc<  and bcc materials. In his notation

D. - i 2 2)1 Z oll [2.- Cl,(C ."i.,C.141.1+ c;#z,zi, CAL .i•li] (H.21) -  m   5  49   J         L

Di.,41= .1     ·  B, C„i.,t S'.1.i 5:,1,2„* S,„,i 51„i.,] (He 22)

5
where   C 3,i= cos az Sgi

ST.  =  sin S k. O.
J,l 21    3  -' c

nS     is the number of atoms in the shell S
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 6                   hj   refers to
the coordinates of the atom in

125
S

the shell S for which 1'1241*9,20 , where

the force constants of this atom are

designated by

*,C-As) = c41, 42#-hsl = 41, *33(-h')= 43S ' $23£-hs) = Ili, *,3(-As)4    , *,ths,= 1 35

Subscripts  of  the  form  i +1 and 242 , whose values

are greater than 3, are to be interpreted as i-1

and (- 1 respectively.

The force constant notation used in the literature

can be confusinge The notation 44&51 , with which I

began,   is  used  by  Born and Huang,(64) while Squires(63)

uses a more restrictive notation of elj  and 0;   to indi-
cate the at most six independent force constants belong-

ing to the ·shell S.  There seems to be in general use a

notation in which each independent force constant for a

given shell is represented by a different Greek letter,

with the shell index being gi*en by a subscript.  This

is indicated in Table H-1 for eight sets of nearest

neighbors.

\
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Atom Representa-
tive of Shell S.

611 3 ht 2: hi 2 0 r 911 ,/33 -'13         V13           -r, 2

&(Qs) cl\(1&5)   4(2451 (1,(4) (h('hs) (h(-All

lia(k:,4,ki) S   ul,5 45 43 Bs Bs 83  ns
*a(1,1,0) 1 4, 4, 8, 0   0    F       12

*a(2,0,0)     2     4%   81   81  .O  0   0      6

*a(2,1,1)  3  43 83 83 4 4 6 24

*a(2,2,0)     4     44 44 84   0  0   ¥4      12

*a(3,1,0)                5                 0(5          es          *5        0      0         65               14

*a( 2,2,2)             6               0(6        46       46      84   06      BG               2

i a(3,2,1)                  7                     47          81           4       57       67         97                48

*a(4-,0,0)  8  0 4,0,8 8 0 0 0 6

Table H-1.  Force constants for the eight nearest

neighbor shells in an fcc lattice.

Gilat(17  has determined the force constants for

lead out to eight neighbors by making a least squares
-

fit of the phonon dispersion curves obtained by Brock-

house et al.(11) at 1000K by means of slow neutron scatter-

ing. The fit is unable to reproduce the Kohn anomalies

present in the lead curves, and it has a mean deviation

t

of 4% from the observed frequencies.  Table H-2 gives these

force constants.

i
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S   Force Cons to(dyne/cm) S Force Const.(dyne/cm)

127

-I.I.*.

1        4, = 3970        5       04= -362
6,= -1110 Bs=  -450
t,= 4990 :s=  -482

65=       63

2           41= 1540           6         44%   2
0% =

387                                                              06=         4

3            013*  -126           7           4,= -11

4- 13 4-    108
h =                       5                                                                                                          b, =          3 3

53= -77 67= 75
4---62
f,= 174     4= 736

04€ 127 = 616        8        48- 620
08= 467

Table H-2. Lead force constants .determined by Gilat. (37)

The force constants of Table H-1, together with

equations (H.21) and (H.22) summed over eight nearest

heighbors, yield the following expressions for the 464) :

6  D., =   Mt f 2- C,52') Ice-M-3, . c 'tel] j  +  Ai [1- claGi} C lipf}

B2+   43*(9, +   ·2-[ s'(1 ) + szlaf,)1  +  4,[1-ct«'1,.,cdp,c#49)1

+ 0, 2-Ciq')[C(49,21('sp)*CL 6)((a.,311] ' - 72-Ctact.,[CC«,1,),C(41,4,1
4. C

2 Z

.  .t [,- C«,t'' C(«,4 +  :t{ 2- c'123')[c,1- 1 + ct„0 3
+    ( 1- CH)[c elp) . cl,3 )13  +   1 [2- C,1.1 k,) cd,,),-cla2,1 c (12,1

+  46 Il- C(49.,C((112) C(act,1]  +  0(,<2-C(12)IC(oiot,i) Cl32)+ C('293) C(aol.,)1]

+ 6, iZ- C,49,1-[Cl 3) C(43') + Clill,) C,523)11

+ h {1- C,4-")[C di,9 C(al" + C<,50 ((32&,)11 + 1  5( 93

+ i [ sz(act:1 + 51(a,31] (H.23)

\
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5 Dll, '  0,1(1,-11 92-43195--De,) (Ho24)

9   D33=   t    D,l  ( Cir 93, gl-0 9, 1  <83 9 92.1
(H.25)

T D .*'3    5 *) S #9 4 + 71040# S 0" ) St'V  • 6, C 13'11 [540 # 5 (594 + 5 ( 0') Smi,)]

+N245(049,15("11 + * [5(1 1) 5( 11 + 5 dz") 5(3 32)1  + 86((01,1 5(cut,) S(4911

+ 5.,Cil ,) [S(«9,) Sl**) + Sl ') 5(95,zi]  f €7 C(«9.,) [SAR'IS Ii*') + Sl*') 5,32'i]

+ f, CA94 I s %15,) sca94 + 5(at,1 S lif 31)1

(H*26)
.

1   Dis =   9  D,1.( 9.rciz, 9,17 13,9,3-* 0,1 (H.27)

tp   D,3  =    ! -DIL (Cl'-9'3,  gl-*1" 93-* .0
(H.28)

where C= cos and S= sino

' Equations (H.23) through (H.28) and equation (H.15)

give all the expressions necessary for the calculation

of I45) in any .direction.     -

---

\.
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Appendix I.  Lead Dispersion Curves at Room Temperature

Since the present work is done at room temperature,

a calculation of the expected TDS requires that room

temperature lead dispersion curves be used wherever

possible.  Brockhouse et ale(65) and Stedman et al.(12)

have investigated the temperature varlation of lead

dispersion curves.  Their results are in good agreement,

and since'Brockhouse gives more information concerning

the room temperature  data,   it ·was decided  to  use his results e

The room temperature data falls below, but is very

similar to the 1000K. data for which the most measurements

were taken.  In a later paper Brockhouse et al.(11) give

the 1000K lead dispersion curves to such a sufficiently

greater precision that several Kohn anomalies are observed.

No room temperature work is reported in this later work,

and although the room temperature data given by Stedman

is of greater Precision than that given by Brockhouse in

the first article, there is not much 'of it. In order to

use room temperature data displaying Kohn anomalies, it

was decided to use Brockhousets more precise data adjusted

to room temperature. This is possible because of the

i type of information given with Brockhousels less precise

data.  Each of the dispersion curves along a symmetry

direction can be fitted by expressions of the form
(66)

N

WI l.02  =   S    0'   [  1- COs (hric / c ,411h./ (I.1)

\
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where (b„ is an interplaner force constant

qM is one-half the distance to the nearest

reciprocal lattice point in the direction of A
N is the highest number Fourier cor,iponent allowed

04=0 for n>N

In his earlier report Brockhouse gives 44 values to as.

large N  as is necessary to get a good fit to the [1001

and [1111 dispersion curves at both 1000K and room temper-

ature.  This is also done in the later work, but at 100'K

only.  The $n,s in the later work are slightly different

because the dispersion curves are more precise. These

reproduce the general shape of the dispersion curves quite

well, but they cannot display small variations such as

Kohn anomalies. The general effect of temperature changes

on the dispersion curves can be determined by considering

the changes in *„ with temperature.  From (I.1)
N

61)(El=- '       -     S  at¥, Ct- cosl'lrljll
9 Til IH Lucil,   n=1               -           M J (I.2)

If Al)(i) is calculated for T= 1000K# T= 296'K, and then

is applied to the more precise data in Brockhousets

second publication, the room temperature frequencies are

determined. Thi s as sume s    that    a   Kohn    anomaly    as a whole

shifts in the same way as the entire dispersion ·curve does

as the temperature is increased     to room· temperature.          Thi s

aPRears to be a good assumption when one looks at the

room temperature data which Stedman presents.  The 8*4

\
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for Brockhousels more precise 1000K data had to be deter-

mined from the corresponding  8 ¢n associated with his

earlier data.  This was done by assuming that the fraction-

al change in corresponding  n would be the same in both

cases.  Table I-1 gives Brockhousels 100'K data, and the

1000K data corrected to room temperature by the above pro-

cedure.  Figure I-1 shows the corresponding dispersion

curves, with the error bars indicating typical errors

quoted by Brockhousee

[100] T [lool L Illl] T Illl] L

a4   1000K 2960K 1000K 2960K   100OK 2960K 1000K 2960K

0.20  0.47  0.43  0.87  0.83 0.143 0.82  0.79
0,30  0.73  0.67  1.27  1.25  0.19  0.35  0.29
0.40  0.90  0.82  1.61  1.58 0.25 1.24  1.200.45 0.96 0.87 1.71 1.66 0.26 0.44 0.39
0050  1,04  0.95 1.83  1.76 0.332 1.51  1.48
0.55 1.91  1.83  0.35  0.55  0.50
0.60  1.115 1.019 2.00  1.92  0.40  0.61  0055
0065 2.07  2.01 0.433 1.76  1.74
0.70  1.10  1.02  2.14  2.10  0.45  0.66  0.58
0.75 2.16  2.14  0.50  0.73  0.65
0.80  1.03  0.99  2.15  2.15 00519 1.91 1.90
0.85 _ 2.14  2.15  0.55  0.77  0.69
0.90  0.95  0.96  2.05  2.06 0.563 1.97  1*97
0.95 1.94  1.95  0.60  0.79  0.72
1.00  0.89  0.93  1.86  1.87 0.606 2*00 2.00

0.649 2.05  2.05
0.65  0.805 0.746
Oo 693 2.085 2.085
0.70  0.835 0.780
0.736 2.09 2o09
0.75  0.86  0.80
0.779 2.08 2.07
0.80 0.88 O.81

-- 0.823 2.16  2.15
0.867 0.89  0.82  2.185 2.175

Table I-1.  Frequencies (1012/sec) of lattice

vibrations in lead.at 1000K and 296IK.

\
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Appendix Jo  Calculation of the Diffuse Scattering from

Lead for Reciprocal Lattice Directions of

Interest

I. Introduction. In this section the manner in which the

diffuse scattering is calculated for all directions of

interest is displayed by considering the calculation for

the region between the (400) and (420) reciprocal lattice

points. The calculated values  of  I/BP  are then plotted

for all reciprocal lattice directions considered in the

experiment, with the various phonon contributions plotted

separately.  B is the constant determined by the experi-

mental apparatus, and P is the polarization factor.

Consider a zero layer plane in the reciprocal space
./

of lead and determine how the diffraction vector S varies

as one proceeds from the (400) to the (420) reciprocal

lattice pointe If the reciprocal lattice is represented

by a dimensionless number space, the diffraction vector

has a length given by za ne  , where a  is the lattice

constant for lead.  This is shown in Figure J-le

2 
3                                        0                                         0

020 220 420

10..3,2,-.r317
O'1 W O 0-

000 200 400     1

             Figure J-1.  Zero Layer Plane for Lead Reciprocal Space

i

(
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As seen from Figure J-1, for a traversal from (400) to
(420),

easine = "6+111)41
(Jel)

ill  .

But  = 81% = 4Ir 5 12£=  3 (16+119
S

(J.2)

A                                                                         .                                                                                              0.

where s is a unit vector in the direction of s .

In terms of the unit vectors 1,3, ·A along the 1, 2,

and 3 axes (the 3 axis is perpendicular to the plane of

the diagram)
            A54  c cojw -4 J S,nw=-1-, (44, +7ES)

RA'-a (Jo3)

- 2 Tf .
S   =     7(4  i  :  71 J)

(J.4)

II. First Order TDS. From Appendix A

1,(-51  -   <2 e-2M     2 (-5. e<311 .E- gj                  (J.5)
BP. 1(!pl mz    j         LAi           .5 +1.= T

- 1
where              Er j=       (    £*wil/k,r - . 4) .1, WO

In this calculation of 1,/Bp and all other orders of scatter-

ing an absorption factor depending   on W   , the angul ar

deviation from the crystal normal, is neglected. The

correction for this absorption is applied instead to the

experimental data.  When (J.4) is substituted into (J*5)

and  LOA.j= 2'Ir Ui;     is  used,   one  gets

\
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-   1

1,(s, _ 1      •   -1.M   Z [(4 2 + 1lj ) '  eij-)   / 1 -+1)r h f.e  ,.- - l 1( -1 n,zaZ j          J       .01.        l (2:viA/KT-,    2 3 (Jo 6)
B P.                                                                         'w

54<= f

Since the traversal from (400) to (420) is along a [100 

symmetry direction, the polarization vectors efi  lie along

the axes 1, 2, and 3.  That is,

A +

e ,  =  2   ,     eil =   3,   2-03=
A (J.7)

where E-i, and e43 refer to the transverse(T) mode, and

6ii refers to the longitudinal(L) mode. Substituting (J.7)

into (J.6), one obtains

1,11.[ "     1 rze"filt. [.24/.T-, , 111.% i .:"i"t« -, ' i] }B P           l 2.(!plkinej l 9.TL .1   VEIL L C (J.8)

-115       -4.54(91£1 ).t   e 4.94 ('!*N)From Appendix F,  e =e ,   and  wi th

In= 34·3925 x 10-23g, %=  232 cm2/g, a= 4.9502 1,(67) and

T= 295'K, (J*8) becomes

1,<61  =  (0.492-6*,029)  <1€0.04 3(16+12 1 (4r·  JL) (J.9)BP

where
,6   E . - + 3ilJ ,=    -

,
(1.611 Ki - 3)1)iT

1,)- Le         -1eT

4 L= f. t-Ti:it,•,00„TF--  + 11<1.1-1 2J(LL c-

(J.9) is set up "very easily for computer calculation. As

discussed in Appendix E,   - fe + AS' 4 i af" , where C is given

                                      by    the    expansion    (E.1)  .
The appropriate values    of   1,)fL

and Wi.T are those given in Table I-1, and 7l is given
\,
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the values 0.20 to 1.80 in steps of 0.10 (except for

71 9    0.45     andn=    1.5 5) .

III.  Second Order TDS.  From eqdations (A.46) and (H.15)

I 3, _ Trvcrl€.11  'sine.4  2 f   -
BP    -   8 (444 44     (-ir)  (kI)- J   63(11 Pg-ill 21'V-1. (Jo10)

1111 Zone

where     P<f) S  & (-&  1 (64&<,) (&) pd, is defined in.
6(21.1

this manner in order to eliminate a factor * which occurs-

in the productc % 1(4,(001(%1/601  ,  as can be seen from

equations (H.15) and (H.23) through (H.28).  Multiplying

by  i is equivalent to representing Ai, by(&,(6&(3,)1(%1/bal

with  the  Di i which compose  the 8'3 replaced by £6= 5 Du    .
Thus, equations (H.23) through (H.28) can be applied with-

out carrying along an f  factor e

The integral in (J.10) is over the first Brillouin

zone, the .boundaries    of   which    are the planes   0,=   1  11      4
Q

18&= t 3   , 93= 1 311    ,  and 19„1 + 11,\ 41%31. 5 . These are planes
4                                                                     -I

in a wave vector space, and in order to facilitate computer

calculation of (J.10), it is best to change to an integral

over a dimens ionless number   space.      Let  x.,  zz   ,    and  14    be

the coordinates in this space.  Then

2&=    eX  (x,t  4  %11  +  13 Q)  =   12
X

(J.11)

A.U.i=    89,deldel=   t '8*, 41(zdxi (J.12)

\
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The  first zone boundaries become  x,=it   ,  lt= t I   , %3= 11
and ix,14 'Kil + 1131 - 3/1 .         Since    v.za'/4    ,

It(51   _     Tr4(kT)l     2 -lM sin 6  4
- f e   (-A-)     6 (3211 Pe- 2" St). d , d*14't3 (J.13)BP 4-, ) \,t Zor,e

To calculate (J.13) it is necessary to change the integral

to     a     sume

   f)(22 16)(g-  2 -i)dx,Cl tidXB-        9(34" XK)  60(-s-  tan-Xk) Wk
(J.14)

where the sum is over all points RK on the surface of and

within the first zone.  wg is the volume to be associated
-' -

with the point xx ,  The allowed xz and wx are determined

by the size of the mesh over which the sum is taken. The

mesh chosen is one in which the allowed points are separated

by 0.1 units along the i,3, and & directions.  For
-1points inside  the  zone wkE w=10  , but points  on  the  zone

surface will each be associated with only a portion of the

cube having cube edge of 0.1 uhits. In general

Wk=  Qk \N=  103 ak
(J.15)

where ax€1  0  (J.14) is a sum over the entire first

zone, but it can be replaced by a sum over the first

octant only, since for any term in (J.14) referring to

a point in the first octant there are terms associated

with corresponding points in the other octants. Consider

           the point ( xx, , TKi , Xkl ) in the first octant. The corre-

sponding points  in the other octants  are  ( xm  ,)(,tz ,-'tk3),
\
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(-XK, 3 XEz , XX3 ) ,  (-XKI ,Xk2 2-XK3) 9  (-*kl ,-XKZ ,  K3   9   -Xkt ,-Xkl ,-%1<3   3

(Xkt ,-xxz ,*K)), and (xk, ,-xkz ,-Aki) • The procedure is to

sum over the first octant only, with the terms in the other

octants corresponding to a given point in the first octant

being accounted for by a sign change process.  Furthermore,

the first octant sum contains points on and within the

boundaries of the first octant. Some of these boundaries

coincide with boundaries of the other octants, and in

order that a single point not be summed over more than

once it is necessary in the sign change process to use

only those points in the other octants obtained by chang-

ing the sign of the non-zero components of a point in

the first octante Let S indicatethe sum over the first
9

octant, and let mp  be the number of points corresponding
-I

'              to xp  in the first octant when all octants are taken into

account.  Me is given as follows:

wip =  8 foF xpl*o, xpito,xp3*0
Mp=   4  for one component = 0

Mp-   2 for two  coniponents =o

*,p =    1  for  the  origin.

(J.14) then becomes

mP
 = (161) 2 apI Q(24xpi) P(-5.1.4-1„1 (J.16)p          i= 1

-                                                                             thwhere X is the coordinate of the p - point in the
el

first octant, and i = 1- Mp gives the corresponding points

\.
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in the appropriate other octants.  From (Je13) and (J.16),

with·the constant evaluated for room temperature, one has
'np

521 = (5.06099 x Iciz) Fl£-21' (514Ae)42 apl .9(3  xpil /(5- 22Xpo
BP P i=I (J.17)

Table J-1 gives the first octant values of  ( x,  , xz , 13 )
along with the associated values of Mp  and ap .

(J.17) is applicable to any reciprocal space direc-

, tion,  but  the  form of P<3  ip.1 depends  on the direction

chosen.  For the (400) to (420) reciprocal space traversal

c   3 (6„Bri,)(51 "      1
PGD = .

,       S=       -     C  4 2  + ·F l 3 16(i ./i6 + 1  (Jol8)

where the values of the A ls are given with equation (H.15).

For this unit vector

&   1  ( 6.Aece'l G   =        16 An +  8 4  6,2 + e  6 1 116 + 42 (J.19)

· -r         16(82443-6,23) 4.811(8,3 43- 8,24.1+312(8„4--43 )There fore a  =.16472   A A (J.20)
-   u„ uu4,+ 28,&6,3813-8nO&4-4A-0,;b,i

Equations (Ho23) through (H.28) show that the &u are

sums of products of sines and cosines, the arguments of

which are .of the form no'ct 5/ 1 , where n= 1,2,3, j= 1,2,3.

Since  9,2 1(:&6   , the arguments become   nri xi     .     Remembering

this form and the dependence of 04, on  4    ,    one    can   write

e<xpi, 711 in place    of    Al)        or   Pt' tpil       e       When   P(5-9,         is

<            considered, the arguments of the sine and cosine terms

\
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Table J-lo First octant vectors and associated ap and mp

values.

X, Xz X3 Ill p ap JC, Xz X3 nlp ap X,      Xt X3 nlp ap

0 0 0 1 1 .2 04 0 4 1 . 7   .8 0 4  7/24
.100 2  1   .3 .4 0 4 1 0 .9 0 2  1.200 21 .4.4  0  4 1 .1 .9 0 4 1*30021 .5.4 0 41 .2 .9 0 4 1
·4  0 0 2 1 .6 04 0 4 1 .3 .9 0 4 1
.5  0 0 2 1 .7 .4 0 4 1 .4 .9 0 4 1
*600 21 .8 .4 0 4 1 .5 .9 0 4 23/24
.7  0 0 2 1 .9 .4 0 4 1 .6 .9 0 4 7/24
.8  0 0 2 1 1 04 0 4 1/2 0 1 0 2  1/2
.9  0 0 2 1 O 05 0 21.110 4  1/21 0 0 2       1/2     .1    .5 0          4. 1 *2  1 0 4  1/2
0.1 0   2 1 .2 .5 0 4 1 •3  1 0 4  1/2
.1 .1 0 4  1   .3 .5 0 4 1 .4  1 0 4  1/2
.2 .1 0 4  1   *4 .5 0 4 1 .5  1 0 4 1/4
·3 ®1 0 4 1 .5 .5 0 4  1 0 0.1 2  1
·4 .1 0 4 1 .6 .5 0 4 1 el  0 .1   4  1
•5 .1 0 4 1 .7 .5 0 4 1 .2  0 .1 4 1
.6.1  0   4 1 .8 .5 0 4  1    .3 0.1 4 1
•7 .1 0 4 1 .9 .5 0 4 23/24 .4  0 .1 4 1
.8 .1 0 4 1 1 05 0 4  1/4  .5  0 .1 4 1
*9 .1 0 4 1 0.6 0 2 1 .6  0 .1 4 1
1 el 0 4 1/2 .1 *6 0 4 1 .7  0 .1 4 1
0 ,2 0 2 1 .2 .6 0 4 1 .8  0 .1 4 1
.1.2  0   4  1   0 3.6 0 4 1 .9  0 el 4 1
*2 .2 0 4 1 •4.6 0 4 1 1  0 .1 4  1/2
•3 .2 0 4 1 •5.6 0 4 1 0 .1 .1 4 1
·4.2 0 4 1 _.6 .6 0 4 1 .1 .1 el   8  1
•5 .2 0 4 1 •7 .6 0 4 1 .2 .1 el 8  1
.6 .2 0 4 1 .8.6 0 4 23/24  .3 e1 .1 8  1
•7 .2 0 4 1 .9 .6  0   4  7/24 .4 01 .1   8  1
.8 e 2 0 4 1 o e 7  0   2 1 .5 el .1 8  1
.9 .2 0 4 1 el .7 0 4 1 .6 .1 .1 8  1
1 .2  0   4  1/2 .2 .7 0 4 1 .7 .1 .1 8  1
0 03 0 2  1   .3 ·7 0 4 1 .8 .1 .1 8  1
.1 .3 0 4  1   .4 .7 0 4 1 .9 .1 .1 8  1
0 2.3  0   4 1 .5 .7 0 4 1 1 .1 el 8  1/2
.3 .3 0 4 1 .6 .7 0 4 1

0 .2 el      1·4.3  0   4 1 .7 .7 0 4 23/24  ·1 .2 .1      1
·5.3 0 4 1 .8 .7 0 4  7/24  .2 #2 .1 8  1
.6.3  0   4 1 .0 0 8  0   2 1 .3 .2 el 8  1
.7.3  0   4 1 .1.8  0   4 1 •4 02 .1 8  1
.8 .3 0 4 1 .2.8  0   4 1 •5 02 01 8  1
.9 .3 0 4 1 •3 .8 0

lt. 1 .6 .2 el 8  1
1 .3 0 4  1/2 .4 .8 0 4 1 07 .2 01 8  1
0.4 0 2 1 •5.8 0 4 1 .8 .2 .1 8  1
.1.4  0   4 1 .6 .8 0 4 23/24  09 .2 .1 8  1

\.
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Table J-1. First octant vectors and associated ap and mp

valuese (continued)

X, X1 X3 nlp ap X, X1 X3 nlp ap X, XZ X3 m p        ap

•7    .2    .6          8       1/2           .1    .2 .7 8 1 .5 02 .8 8  1/2 .

0 .3 .6      1     .2 .2
.7 8 1 0 03 •8   4  1

.1 .3 06 03 02 07   8 1 .1 63 .8 8  1

.2 .3 •6   8 1 04 02 *7 8 1 .2 .3 e 8   8  1
•3 .3 .6   8 1 .5.2.7   8         .3 .3 .8 8  1
·4.3.6 8 1 .6 .2 .7   8 1/2 .4 .3 .8 8  1/2
•5.3 .6 8 1 0 .3 .7 4 1 O .4 .8   4  1
.6 *3 •6   8 1/2 .1 03 .7  8 1 .1 .4 .8   8  1
0 .4 .6  4 1 .2 .3 .7 8 1 .2 .4 .8 8  1
el .4.6 8 1 •3 .3 e7 8 1 .3 .4.8 8  1/2
.2 .4 06 8 1 .4 .3 .7   8 1 0 .5 .8   4  1
03 .4 .6 8 1 .5.3 .7 8 1/2

.1   0    .8       8     1 2.4.4 .6 8 1 0.4.7 4 1
.5 .4 .6   8 1/2 01 .4 .7 8 1 0 .6 .8 4. 1
0 05 .6 4 1 02 .4 .7   8 1 .1 .6 .8 8  1/2
.1 05 .6 8 1

:il     :t     :77             88  /2
0 07 08.4  7/24

.2 .5 .6 8  1 0 0.9 2  1
•3 .5 .6   8         0 .5 .7  4 1 .1  0 .9  4  1
.4 .5 .6   8  1/2   .1 .5 .7   8 1 .2 0 .9 4 1
0 .6 .6   4 1 .2 .5 07 .3  0.9  4  1
01 06 06 8 1 0    .5    .7          8 1/2 .4  0 .9 1: 1

g 3    88 11/2  .  :t g   1
1 .5  0 .9 4 1

.6 0 .9 4  7/24
0 .7 .6   4 1 .2 .6 .7   8 1/2 0 .1 09   4  1
*1 07 .6   8 1 0 .7 .7 4 1 .1 .1 .9   8  1
.2 e 7 06 8 1/2 .1 .7 .7 8 1/2 .2 el .9 8  1
0 .8 .6 4 1 0 .8 .7 4 7/24 #3 .1 .9 8  1
.1 .8 .6 8 1/2 0 0 .8 .2 1 .4 .1 .9 8  1
0 .9 .6   4  7/24  *1  0 .8   4 1 .5 .1 .9   8  1/2
0  0 *7   2 1 -  .2  0 .8   4 1 0.2 .9  4  1
.1  0 .7   4 1 .3 0 .8  4 1 .1 .2 .9 8  1

005 # 1
.4  0 .8   4 1 .2 02 .9 8  1

·4  0.7  4 1 3 8 3  # i
.3 .2 .9  8  1
·4 .2 09 8  1/2

.5  0 .7 4 1 •7  0 .8 4 7/24 0 .3 .9

.6  0 .7  4 1 0 .1 .8   4 1
.1 .3 .9       •7  0 .7 4 1 .1 .1 .8 8 1 .2 .3 .9   8

.8  0 .7 4  7/24  •2 .1 .8   8 1 .3 .3 „9 8  1/2
0 .1 .7  4 1 .3 .1 .8   8 1 0 .4 ..9 4 1
.1 .1 07 8 1- .4 01 .8   8 1 .1.4.9   8  1
.2 .1 e 7 8 1 o5 .1 .8 8 1 .2 04 .9 8  1/2
•3 .1 .7   8 1 .6 el .8 8 1/2 O .5 .9  4  1
04 .1 .7  8 1 0 .2 .8   4 1 .1 .5 •9 8  1/2
•5 .1 .7   8 1 .1 .2 .8  8 1 0 .6 .9 4  7/24
.6 .1 .7 8 1 .2 .2 .8   8 1 0 0 2  1/2
•7 .1 .7 8 1/2 .3 02 .8   8 1 .1  0  1   4 1/2
0 .2 07   4 1 •4 .2 08 8 1 o 2 0 1 4  1/2

\
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             Table

J-1. First octant vectors and associated ap and mp

values. (continued)

Xi Xt X1 nlp ap

03  0 1 4 1/20401 4 13/24
.5  0 1 4 1/4
O .1  1  4  1/2
.1 .1  1   8  1/2
.2 el  1   8  1/2
.3 .1 1 8 25/48
04 .1  1   8 17/48

0   .2 1              1/2ol .2 1 1/2
.2 .2 1 8 25/48
•3 .2  1   8 17/48
O 83  1   4  1/2
.1 .3 1 8 25/48
.2 03 1 8 17/48
0 .4 1 4 13/24
.1 .4 1 8 17/48
0.5 1 4 1/4

K

1

\
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na „ 'a,

are   of   the form Ts Di-cjil =.    1' Tr (·£ir 5/- x<) .  In Section I

it is shown that 6= 3 (4443)   0   Thus, the sine and cosine

arguments are of the forin nTr(4-x.) ,     nTT (h-xil ,    and - Anx)     •

Then P(3-1.1 can be represented by P(4-xph, ll-xpiR,-413 110 .
M p

Il»' = (5.06099 x1012 ) f 2€2  Ginf)4 i apI   /(*p it,Xpix,X pi3'111 P(4- Xpi,172.Xpli,-Xpi„71 
BP A P i-1

(J.21)

(J,21) with (J.20) and (H.23) through (H.28) give the

mathematical relationships necessary for the computer

calculation of   t  .   (sipe  is '4 / =, 16+113 and, as97.01792

in   Section    II,    iM= 0.0463 0641,31   . The input   data are eighteen

values of 4 , designated by E  ,  and the 711 values each
of ap , xpt,  , *p,z  , xp,3  ,  respectively designated by A  ,xi

X2 ,  and X 3   . In steps of 0.10 the values of 4 range

from 0.15 to 1.85, a set which differs from that used

for the first order TDS.  This is necessary because the

first order 1Z vglues place the scattering vector exactly
-                                                                                    »

at points .on the net over which the second 6rder sum is

taken, and such a condition causes the sum to diverge.

The second order TDS at the n values used with the first

order then is obtained by interpolation. The output data

are the 1 portion of (J.21), designated by SUM 420, and
P

1tub/Bp , designated by TDS in the computer program body.

The program consists of two parts, the main program which
calculates IFVBP      ,    and  a   subprogran  which   is   used   each

time one of the  P Is is to be calculated.  For *L=  .45 to

\
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1.25 the main program and the subprogram, written in

FORTRAN IV, are shown in Figures J-2 and J-3, respectively.

IV.  Higher Order TDS and Compton Scattering.  The

expression for TDS of third order and higher is given by

equation (A.47).  When the appropriate values of * and

M are inserted, the equation used to calculate the higher

order TDS is

Ibi ker =  (4>.26631 x 1018 ) .1- 2.6 21,1 [221.1- 1- 21•1-f.&.M)z ]
BP (Je 22)

The Compton scattering for lead is calculated by use of            I

the Thomas-Fermi approach, as discussed in Appendix B.

Figures J-4, J-5, J-6, and J-7 display Itda/Bp   and

its various components for the directions in reciprocal

space of interest.

-

I.
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1 .,;·1 4:,iat ,(14).,\(1111.Al(/11), 7(/11),X317111.
,.  1·i '4.-1 (31'J•2)                                                4
3       1·t  - :M A i 19rd.51                                                       .-    4

,,4     1 1 117 MA 1 (h'*.11
5 FI'f.·MuT (40,1 SUM 420 LIKFCTION SECOND  URUck  1 US)                       7

(,FORMAT (/111 ,iZX,213.5,VA,El:.5)                                        B
7  KHAD(5,21 (2(3*I-2),E(3*1-1).113*1),1.1,61,
8 (}PE Aut5,31 -(:(9<·1-8),/,(9*1-7 ) ,A (94:1-6,).A (9*1-5 1.1(901-4 1.A(';*I-3).A     il

1(941-2),A(941-11,6(b*1),1.1,791                                         12
9 OFEAD(5.41 (ki(3*i-2) ,X2(34:1-21,X3(3*1-2),XI(3*1-1 ),*2(3*1-1).A3134 13

11-11,Xl(3*it,X.213:1).X)(3*1),I=1.237) 14
'

10· 1) 0      3 4      1= 4,12 15

11 08    3 3    J=  1,711                               ·                                                                                                                                                                                          ·1 6

12 0 1'k:0 0 1 =P42 J( A l ( J j, X2 ( J j,X3 ( J ), E ( 1 ) ) *P 42(314.-Xt( J j, t( i ) -X2 ( J ),-13   1 7
1(J),t(I))          ·                                                     16

13 OPK002 =2470(Xl(J),XZIJ),-X3(J),F(I))*P420(4.-Xl(J),E(I)-A2(J).X)      1'
1(J).6(11)                                  ·                             20

1-4 If.(XJIJ).EO..0.01 1'1<JD2  =0.0                          21
15 OPROUJ =P42)(-xl(J).*2(J),X3(J),F(I))*P420(4.+Xt(J),Eil)-A2(J),-X ., I

13(J),0(111                                                             23
16 IMIXi(J).80.0.0) PROD3 =0.0 74
17 OPR.(04 -P42,)(Al(J),-X2(·J), X3{J).FC Il;*P420(4.-Xt(J),Ell j +X2(J).-A 25

1 3(J) ,E l i) )                                                   ·                                                                                      7*
18 IF(X2(J)•LU.)•0) PRN)4 -0.0                           '                27
1 9   CP'F OD D =P42.) (- X l ( J ) . X2 ( J ),-X3 ( J ) . t ( 1 ) ) *1·'420 ( 4 :+X 1 ( J j . L f I ) - *21 J ), X :r

13(J).f(I)) 2 C

20 IF(Xl(J).Ew.0.0.09.<3(J).E .. 0.0) PE005 =0.0 3 p

21 Cl#,9.,1,On -=2420(-Xl(J),-XLIJ),*3(J),6(11)*P420(4.+Xl(JI,L(1)+AZ(JI,-   31
1*3(J).c(Ill 3 2

· 22   ! f (Xl (J).Ell. J.u.OK.<2(J).1-,4.0.0)  PALil.)6·     =0.0
23 oPPIJD/ -1-'42JixllJ),-X2(J),-x)(J).E.(1)1*1'420(4.-Xl(J),L(11+12(JI,X'   34

13(J),Fll))
24 11·(*2(J).EU.J.O.i.Jwp.<3(J).E.J.(10(J) PRC/7 =r).0 3 f.

2  5     0 1-: R t) 3 8 =1'42 J ( -X l l J 1,-X2 ( J ), -x 3 ( J I, E ( 1 1 ) * P420 ( '* . + X l ( J ), i. ( 1 1 +*2 ( J I, 37
1*3(J).LIC))                                                              M

26 I f-( Xl (J ) . t'J..) .0.OR. XZ {J ) . te .0.6.UR. X 3 ( J ) .8,9.0.0 ) 2,7 Lit)8 =U.0 35
77 CAJAU·1 =A(J)*(1':(!Ul + PRC 02 + PRED 3 +PRODG + I'MUL') *plic'.1 h ..... .....3<, --

1  .   + P,  (:u 7 +PRO [1 8   j                '                                        4 1

22 11-(J.61'.1) l;.3 113 32 47

29 St  : 1'1 42  C =   A  J  M J M

31       GE    i J    33                                                                                                                                                                                                            4 5
32 SUM42(=56442)+AJSUM 6 (-

'. 133  CONTiNUE
TWOM=O.olinj*(le.+/(I)*.(11) /. ,;

,                         52=(16.+2(114,111)/.0.01<+2
AY= -'23-4-2-6 39*:AP (-0.76 16<' 17)   *  11.0072*LXP(-·3.,1·'i:,1*·42 1  + 14.22./Or . ('

1XP(-11.22'I/<.,21 +_/i.,r,2'.41-XP(-i,i,.HZJE,:32) + 9.lrlt>)**d +oi..·,1 ,
1

T 1, S = ) .0 5 09 * 1-  * 2 / 14 2 *    A ;' ( - 1..1 '1 ) ·:· S 7 4· 5 2 : Gji··1 4 2 6
1 1(i.6 1.4)   t..1   1 1     34
ICI 1-(N,31

, ,

5 4     ' ,b i T E(t. ,e) 3.j  '' ·./  1 1,1     1 5                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      -

--   --                                                                   14& r; „

Figure J-2.  Main Computer Program

\
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1 DIMENSION E ( 1 8 ), A ( 7 1 1 ), X 1 ( 7 1 1 ), X-2 ( 7 1 1 ) , X 3 ( 7 1 1 )
2  FORMAT (3FS.2)
3  FORMAT (9F8.5)

5        F O R M A T     (48H · SUM 420 DIRECTION SECOND ORDER TDS)
4  FORMAT (9F4.1)

6  FORMAT ( / 1H . 12X, E 13.6.9X, E 1 2.5 )
7  READ(5,2) CE(3*I-2),E(3*I-1),E{3*I),I=1,6)
8 OREAD(5,3) (A(9*I-8),A(9*I-7),A(9*I-6),A(9*I-5),A(9*I-4),A.(9*I-3),A

1  (9*I-2  ) ,A  (9* I -1),A (9*I),I=l:79)
9    O R E A D (5,4  )      (X l  (3* I -2  ), X 2 (3*I-2  )  ,  X 3 (3*I-2  ),Xl  (3*  1-1) ,  X213 *I-1  ),  X 3  (3*       ,

l I-1 ), Xl ( 3* I ), X2 ( 3*I ),X 3( 3*I ), I = 1,237 )
10 DO 34 I=1,18
11  DO 33 J=1,711
12 OPRODl =P420 ( X l ( J ), X 2 ( J ), X 3 ( J ), E ( I ) ) * P420 ( 4.-X l ( J ), E ( I ) -*2 ( J ), -X3

1(J),E(I))
13 OPROD2 =P420 ( X l ( J ), X 2 ( J ), -X 3 ( J ), E ( I ) ) *P420 ( 4.-Xl ( J ), E ( I } -X2 ( J ), X3

1(J),E(I))
14 IF(X3(J).EQ.0.0) PROD2 =0.0
15 OPROD3 =P420( -X 1(J) ,X 2(J) ,X 3(J) ,E(I) ) *P 4 2 0(4. +X l (J),E(I)-X2(J),-X

13(J),E(I))
16 IF(Xl(J).EQ.0.0) PROD3 .=0.0
17   OPROD4        =P 4 2 0(X l(J) , -X 2(J) ,X 3(J) ,-E (I) ) *P420(4.-Xl (J)  , E. ( ·I) +X 2(J) , -X

13(J),E(I))
18  IF(X2(.J).EQ.0.0) PROD4 =0.0
19 OPROD5 =P420 ( -X l ( J ), X 2 ( J ), -X 3 ( J ), E ( I ) ) *P420 ( 4. + X l ( J ), E ( I ) -X 2 ( J ), X

13(J),E(I))
20 IF(Xl(J).EQ.0.0.OR.X3(J).EQ.0.0) PROD5 =0.0
21 OPROD6 =P420 ( -X l ( J ), -X 2 ( J ), X 3 ( J t, E ( I ) ) *P420 14. +X l ( J ) , E ( I ) -1·)(2 ( J ) . -

1 X 3(J),E(I))
22 IF(Xl(J).EO.0.0.OR„X2(J).EO.0.0) PROD6 =0.0
23 OPROD7 =P420(Xl(J),-X 2(J),-X3(J),E(I))*P420(4.-Xl(J),E(I)+X2(J),X

13(J),E(I))
24 IF(X2(J).EQ.0.0.OR.X3(J).EQ.0.0) PROD7 =Oe O

25 OPROD8 =P420( -X l ( J ), -X 2 ( J ), -X 3 ( J ), E ( I ) )*P420 ( 4.+Xl ( J ), E ( I ) +X2< J ),

1 X 3(J),E(I))
26 ·IF(Xll.J).FO.0.0.OR.X7(,1).FO.0.0.IJR.X3(.1).FO.0.0) PRf)118 =0.0
27 OAJSUM =A(J)*(PRODl +PROD2 +PROD3 +PROD4 +PROD5 +PROD6

1 +PROD7 +PRODB   )
28 IF(J.GT.1) GO TD 32          -
29 SUM420=AJSUM
31 GO TO 33 '
32 SUM420=SUM420+AJSUM
33 CONTINUE

TWOM=0.0463*(16.+E(I)*E(I))
52=(16.+E(I)*E(I))/98.01792

OFZ= (34.6835*EXP(-0.7510*52) + 15.6672*EXP(-3.8461*52) + 13.2207*E
1XP(-11.2247*52) + 4.5820*EXP(-49.8236*52) + 9.1710)**2 +61.31
T DS=5.06099E+22*F2*EXP (-TWOM)*52*52*SUM420
IF(I.GT.1) GO TO 34
WRITE(6,5)

34 WRITE(6,6) SUM420,TDS
i ·  STOP                                1

END

l

1

1
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                          Figure J-3. Computer Subprogram
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-              1  FUNCTION P420(A,B,C,D)
/49  12  CPA=COS(3.14159*A)

)              3  C2PA=COS(6.28318*A)
4  C3PA=COS(9.42478*A)
5  SPA=SIN(3.14159*A)

7        5 3 P A=S I N  (9.42478 *A)
6  SZPA=SIN(6.28318*A)

8 CPM=COS(3.14159*R)
9  CZPB=COS(6.28318*B)
10  CBPH=COS(9.42478*8)

--lill

11  SPB=SIN(3.14159*B)
12  SPPB=STN(6.28318*8)

---

13 53PB=SIN(9.42478*B)
14 CPC=COS(3.14159*C) --*Ii

15 C2PC=COS(6.28318*C)
16  C3PC=COS(9.42478*C)
17 SPC=SIN(3.14159*C)
18 SPPC=STN< 6.78318*G)
19  53PC=SIN(9.42478*C)
20    0 D l l = 1 9 8 5 . * ( 2 . - C P A * ( C P R + C PC)  1     -    5 5 5 . * (  1  . - (-. P 1-i * C P C )     +    7 7 0 . * S P A * S P A    +

1193.5*(SPB*SPB+SPC*SPC) - 126.*(1.-C2PA*CPB*CPC) + 13.*(2.-CPA*(C2
2PB*CPC+CPU*CZPC)) + 368.*(2.-C2PA*(CZPB+C2PC)) + 63.5*(1.-C2PB*CYP

·3C) - 181.*(2.-C3PA*(CPB+CPC)) - 225.*(.2·.-CPA*(C3PB+C3PC)) - 241.*(
42.-C3PB*CPC-CPB*C3PC) + 2.*(1.-CPPA*C2PH*CPPC) - 11.*(7.-C3PA*(C2P.
58*CPC+CPB*C2PC)) + 108.*(2.-C2PA*(CPB*C3PC+C3PB*CPC)) + 33.*(2.-CP
6A*(C3PB*C2PC+C2PB*C3PC)) + 310.*52PA#52PA + 233.5*(52PB*S2PB+S2PC*
752PC)

21 0022=1985.*(2.-CPB*(CPC+CPA)) - 555.*(1.-CPC*CPA) + 770.*SPB*SPB +  A
1193.5*(SPC*SPC+SPA*SPA) - 126.*(1.-C2PB*CPC*CPA) + 13.*(2.-CPB*((2
2PC*CPA+CPC*62PA)) + 368.*(2.-C2PB*(C2PC+CZPA)) + 63,5*(1.-02PC*CZP
3A) - 181.*(2.-C3PB*(CPC+CPA)) - 225.*(2.-CPI*(C3PC+C3PA)) - 241.*( 2
42.-C3PC*CPA-CPC*63PA) + 2.*(1.-C2PB*C2PC*CZPA) - 11.*(2.-C3PB*(C2P
5C*CPA+CPC*C2PA)) + 108.*(2.-CZPB*(CPC*C3PA+C3PC*CPA)) + 33.*(2.-CP
6B*(C3PC*C2PA+C2PC*C3PA)) + 310.*S2PB*S2PB + 233.5*(S2PC*S2PC+S2PA*
752PA)

22 0033=1985.*(2.-CPC*(CPA+CPB)) - 555.*(1.-CPA*CPS) + 770.*SPC*SPC +
1193.5*(SPA*SPA+SPB*SPB) - 126.*(1.-CZPC*CPA*CPB) + 13.*(2.-CPC*((2
ZPA*CPB+CPA*C2PB)) + 368.*(2.-C2PC*(CZPA+CZPB)) + 63.5*(1.-CZPA*CRP
38) - 181.*(2.-C3PC*(CPA+CPB)) - 225„*(2.-CPC*(C)·PA+C3PB)) - 241.4(
42.-C3PA*CPB-CPA*C3PH) + 20*(1.-C2PC*CPPA*C2PB) - 1].*(2.-63PC*(C7P
5A*CPB+CPA*C2P.13-I) + 108.*(2.-62PC*(CPA*C3PB+C3PA*CPB)) + 33.*(2.-CP
6C*(C3PA*C2PB+C2PA*C3PB)) + 310.*52PC*SPPC + 733.5*(SPPA*S2PA+SPPS*.
752PB)

23 0012=2495.*SPA*SPB + 5.*C2PC*SPA*SPB -77.*CPC*(SPPA*SPB+SPA*SPPB) + i
1308.*52PA*52PB + 31.5*(S3PA*SPB+SPA*S3PB) +4.*C2PC*S2PA*S2PB + 75.
2*C3PC*(SZPA*SPB+SPA*S2PB) - 62.*C2PC*(SPA*83PB+S3PA*SPB) + 17.*CPC
3*(S3PA*S2PB+S2PA*S3PB)

24 OD23=2495.*SPB*SPC + 5.*C2PA*SPB*SPC -77.*CPA*(SZPB*SPC+SPB*SPPC) +
1308.*52PB*SZPC + 31.5*(53PB*SPC+SPB*53PC) +4.*C2PA:*52PB*52PC + 75.
2*CJPA*(52PB*SPC+SPB*S2PC) - 62.*C2PA*(SPB*83PC+53PB*SPC) + 17.*CPA
3*(S3PB*S2PO+S2PB*S3PC)

25 OD13=2495.*SPC*SPA + 5.*C2PB*SPC*SPA -77.*CPB*(S2PC*SPA+SPC*SZPA) +
1308.*52PC*52PA -+ 31:5*(53PC*SPA+SPC*53PA) +4.*C2PB*S2PC*52PA + 75.
2*C3PB*(62PC*SPA+SPC*SZPA) - 62.*C2PB*(SPC*53PA+83PC*SPA) + 17.*CPB
3*(S3PC*S2PA+S2PC*S3PA)

26 OANUM=16.*(D22*033-023*D23)+8.*D*(013*023-012*D33)+0*0*(1)11*D33-D13
1*D 13)

27 ODEM=Dll*022*033+2.*D12*013*023-Dll*(023**2)-022*(013**2)-033*(012*
1*2)

28 IF(DEM.El.3.0.0) GO TO 31
2 9 · P 42 0=(1./(16 .+D*p))*(ANUM/DEM)
30 RETURN
31 "P420=0.0
32 RETURN
33 E N[)
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Appendix Ke Pre-Monochromator

Ie  Monochromator Geometry and Description. The·mono-

chromator employed is designed according to descriptions

{

detailed by Warren( 24.  and Chipman. (25   The (200) reflec-
tion from a doubly bent single crystal of lithium fluoride

is utilized to achieve the desired focusing of the beam

from the spot focus of the x-ray tube. The diffraction

plane geometry is shown in Figure K-le The   monochrornator

'crystal to sample distance, D, which is the same as the              

distance from the spot focus to the crystal, is taken to

be the same as the sample to counter distance. This is

not a necessary requirement, but it turns out to be a

convenient choice due to the manner in which the diffractom-

eter is constructed. In the diffraction plane the crystal

' is bent to a radius.of 2R, where R is the radius ofthe

circle defined by the spot source, the monochromator crystal,

· and the sample. This crystal bend tends to bring the beam

· to a vertical line focus at the sample, but a perfect line          I

focus is n.ot theoretically possible unless the crystal

is also ground to a radius R.  This is not done.  If the

monochromator is then bent in the vertical plane to the

surface generated by rotating its diffraction plane section

about the aii s PS, a vertical line focus at the sample

is maintained, but, in addition, the beam nok tends toward

a horizontal line focus at the zero angle 26 position on

             the diffractometer circle.  Ideally this geometry eliminates

\
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incident vertical divergence, because rays emanating from

a vertical line on the monochromator crystal, striking the
i

sample at a position along the line focus particular to             i

each ray, and proceeding to a point at the counter slit in

the diffraction plane define the same diffraction vector.

The monochromator and diffraction system are shown

in Figure K-2.  The x-ray. tube normally is aligned such

that its long axis is nearly perpendicular to the incident

beam direction, and the tube head is.mounted at the mono-

chromator crystal location. To get it into the position

for use with the monochromator, the tube is mounted on

a rotatable base whose rotation axis is so located that

when the tube is rotated through the monochromator angle

2 4 = 450,  the spot source to monochromator crystal dis-

tance is D, which in this case is 5.73 inches. This

rotatable base is good only for CuKa radiation and a

lithium fluoride crystal, for some other radiation or
-

crystal would require a different rotation angle while

maintaining the monochromator   crys tal   to spot source

distance at D. The x-ray beam issues from the tube head

at S, passes through a lead-lined aluminum shaft, A, which

contains a 4-way adjustable slit, strikes the monochromator

crystal at C inside the lead-lined aluminum box, D, and

the diffracted beam then passes through the lead-lined

aluminum shaft   at E which contains   ano ther 4-way adjustable

slit.  This latter slit defines the incident beam diver-

gence.  The lead lining in the various pieces is necessary
\
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to shield against the higher energy portions of the white

radiation  whi ch accompanies   the line spectrum. In addition,

during operation the entire monochromator is covered on

the outside with sheet lead.

Since the x-ray tube must be rotated in order to

get it into the correct position for the monochromator,

one of the major design considerations was that of making

the axis of rotation as nearly perpendicular as possible

·to the diffraction plane. Upon rotation it is then hoped ·

that any motion of the spot source out of the diffraction

plane is held well below the tube headls maximum vertical

adjustment range, which is 0.8 mm.  Measurements indicate

that the actual vertical change is about 10% of this value,

a very satisfactory result.  An additional design feature

is that if it is desired to operate without the mono-

chromator, the tube can easily be rotated back to its

original position and still be mounted correctly on its

rotatable base,- In Figure K-3, if the monochromator

crystal, its mount M, and the associated shielding are

removed, the tube and its support can be rotated into the

bracket at Z upon which the monochromator was mounted. Two

screws which screw into the tube head support through the

bracket allow the tube to be fastened securely in place

without disturbing any of its alignment with respect to its

rotatable base. This means that when the monochromator is

used again the only tube adjustment is that of rotating

it into its monochromator position.

\
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                  Figure K-3 provides a clear view of the monochromator
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crystal mount. The crystal is mounted on a goniometer

head, which in turn is mounted on a rotatable base.  This

rotation is controlled by the screw B acting on the lever

L against the spring-backed pin Pe Once the correct

rotational position is found during monochromator align-

ment, the rotatable base is locked into position by two

set screwse

II.  Monochromatot Alignment.  Figure K-4 shows the

arrangement for monochromator alignmente  The Aperture S,

between the source and the crystal is closed down to form

a vertical opening of width 0.5 mm. Shaft E of Figure

K-2 is replaced by a similar shaft which contains the very

1 narrow vertical slit 32 used in aligning the original

diffractometer. The zero alignment gauge, which contains

another very narrow slit 33 , is placed in the sample

position. The -source and S, define the direction of the

narrow beam incident on the monochromator drystal, while

Sl and S3 define the corresponding very narrow exit

direction. The position at which these two beams inter-

sect is the position at which the approximate center of

; the monochromator crystal should be located.  If the angle

between    the two intarsecting beams is correct, one shoul d

obtain a diffracted beam through S, and 33•  If no beam

is obtained, the angle is not correct and can be changed

slightly by moving the x-ray source along a line perpen-

\.
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Figure K-4. Arrangement for Monochromator Alignment
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dicular to the incident direction.

In practice, the alignment is very easy to perform.

The  x-ray   tube is first rotated through approximately  450.

This corresponds to the center position between the two

lock screws at F in Figure K-2.  The shaft A telescopes

and also rotates on the rounded portion of the shield at

D. This allows the shaft to fit snugly against the x-ray

port for x-ray tube positions varying over a small range.

· The prochdure  is to align the monochromator crystal  as

well as possible for a given source position, and then

slightly change the source position in the manner indi-

cated above. The x-ray tube is run at its minimum values

of 12 KV and 2 ma during this process. The crystal align-

ment and source position changes are continued until a

maximum diffracted beam is acquired. Motions carried out

in aligning the crystal are defined with respect to the

XYZ axes shown in Figure K-4o  Translations along the Y

r . and Z axes, and-rotation about the X axis are not critical.

These positionings· are carried out by eye. The Z and Y

rotations, and the X translation are the motions to which

correct alignment is most sensitive. The Z rotation is

carried out by motion of the lever L in Figure K-3, while

# the other motions are allowed by the goniometer heado

III. Monochromator Crys tale  The configuration for cutting

the die used in bending the lithium fluoride crystal to

the proper double curvature is shown in Figure K-5.  This

\.
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figure is taken from Figure 3 in the article by Chipman. (25)

The procedure has been used previously in this laboratory

by J. Costello.(23)  The brass cylinder B is mounted on

a lathe, and then turned down to the desired shape by

having the cutting tool follow the path defined by the

guide G.  The radius of curvature of,G, which is 2R, pro-

vides the proper curvature in the monochromator plane,

while the tilt angle T  and the distance of the lathets

rotational axis from the cutting tool determine the radii

of curvature about the line PS in Figure K-1.  When point

P at the center of the guide is reached, the cutting tool

should be at point Q on the die, where the distance from

Q to the axis of rotation is the radius r shown in Figure

K-1. The appropriate dimensions are 2R= 140975 inches,
r= 2.896 inches, and *= 70 51'.

Several monochromator crystals were prepared from
11               11               11

1  x  1  x  *  lithium fluoride blanks obtained from

Harshaw Chemical Company. In -order to get crystals thin

enough for bending, the blanks have to be cleaved into

sections of about 1 mm thickness.  The cleaving is made

much easier if the blanks are first hardened by x-ray

produced imperfections.  This is done by irradiating each

blank for about 1% hours at 180 KV, 20 ma in a medical

x-ray machine with the result that each blank acquires

a uniform yellow coloring. The cleaving is done with a

single edge stainless steel razor blade which has been

cleaned in acetone. The razor blade is placed on the

...
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adjusted accordingly.  The required S value is 2.6 mrn.

II.  Resolution in Reciprocal Space.  The angular diver-

gences define the region of reciprocal space which is

sampled at each diffractometer setting. This is the

reciprocal volume element, and its dimensions in the dif-

fraction plane parallel and perpendicular to the diffrac-

tion vector indicate the resolution in reciprocal space in

these directions.  Figure L-7 shows the horizontal diver-

gences in the diffraction plane, and Figure L-8 shows the

corresponding reciprocal volume element cross section.

Each point in this cross section is labeled to indicate

the pair of rays in Figure L-7 to which it corresponds.

X-EGL-Y-AIJ outlines the cross section corresponding to

the case of perfect focusing, but in which the angular

divergences e, and el for the non-perfect case are used.

If there actually were perfect focusing, both slits would

have  to be widened to allow these divergences. The actual

cross section, which is contained within this outline, is

EGJ-EGL-MGL-AIL-AIJ-NIJ.  It can be thought of as being

swept out by DHJ-DHL-BHL-BHJ, the cross section for perfect
-

focusing as determined by e'  and el· , when 5.  takes on

:                directions allowed by the finite width of the focus.

Since most of the radiation comes from the center line
1.

of the monochromater crystal, the cross section CGJ-CGL-

CIL-CIJ, which corresponds to it, is used in defining the

resolution in reciprocal space. Figures L-9a and L-9b

\
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Figure L-5• Incident Vertical Divergence

that there is a main central, parallel beam as shown in

Figure L-5.  Under this model there is an incident verti-

cal divergence given by the angle 4 , the half angle of

which is shown. With the indicated dimensions 4 =   12'.

E.  Exit Vertical Divergence. If the incident vertical

divergence is neglected, rays from any point on the

vertical line focus to a point in the diffraction plane

at the detector slit correspond to the same diffraction

vector.  Thus, 3he exit vertical divergence is given by

the angle W  shown·in Figure L-6.

stit
Jetector

focus

lE                S

146tnni

Figure L-6*  Exit Vertical Divergence

In this case X  is assigned the value of 10 and S is

\
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is in reverse.. There is then no rotational motion at

the sample position. The result is  61= 28.5', a value

which gives a detector slit width of 1.2 mro. Equation

(L.1) with e, replaced by 01 ,  arid a slit-to-focus distance

of 146 mm, yields a ez value of 52'e

D.  Incident Vertical Divergence.  As indicated above there

is supposed to be no incident vertical divergence.  Any

ray6 arriving at the detector at a point in the diffraction

plane and originating from a vertical line on the mono-

chromator should have the same diffraction vector.  Ideally,

the incident beam vertical aperture then simply helps to

define how much of the monochromator crystal is used. The

actual situation was investigated by taking pho tographs

of the beam cross section at positions along the incident

beam with no sample in place. Theoretically, this beam

should come to a horizontal line focus at the detector

position, but this was not found to be the actual case.

The beam does initially converge toward a focus at the

detector, but after about 6 cm from the sample position

toward the detector the beam maintains about a 2 mm height.

This is shown in Figure L-5.  The slit width S is fixed

  at 3.5 mm.  With perfect focusing the geometry as shown

dictates, a vertical height  at the focus  of  2.4  mm.     The
measured height is 2.5 mm, so the focusing properties up

to the sample position are quite good. The non-focusing  properties after 6 cm beyond the sample position indicate

\
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monochromator
center line

Slit

Figure L-3.  Angle Subtended at Monochromator by Focus Width

C.  Exit Horizontal Divergence. This divergence is deter-

mined by the width of the focus and a slit placed in front

of the detector. · There is also a scatter slit at the

vacuum chamber window, but this slit is wide enough that

I it has no effect on the exit horizontal divergence, and

it is not considered in this discussion. The geometry,

shown in Figure L-4, is the reverse of that in Figure L-2.

el is the exit horizontal divergence angle, and ez  is
1:

the corresponding divergence for a perfect line focuse

focus

X- iez ) ex   -                s

detector

Stit

Figure L-4. Exit Horizontal Divergence.

el was determined experimentally by placing a fine slit

at the sample position and driving the detector arm across

the 2 e zero angle position.  To do this the 2e drive

           is. operated in the forward position, while the w drive    -

\\
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from the monochromator crystal does not emanate uniformly

from all parts    of the crystal, but primarily   from   three

vertical lines as shown in Figure L-1. The incident hori-

zontal divergence slit is placed such that radiation from

lines 1 and 3 is eliminated. The incident horizontal

divergence is then given by the angle, e, , shown in

Figure L-2, and e; is the angular divergence in the case

focus

--

S         e.               _SL 1           x--

--

| int                 y

Figure L-2. Incident Horizontal Divergence

of a perfect line focuse  A consideration of the geometry

shows that

tan 9, =  .W    ,   tan  = 69 (Lol)

As determined from photographs X is 1 mm and s is .75 mm,

while Y , which is. fixed by the monochromator geometry,

is 63.5 mm. These values give e,= 1035' and  4= 401.

As will be seen later, one other angle of interest is the

angle 80  subtended by the focus at the monochromator

crystal center line, the line from which most of the inci-

dent beam radiation emanates. This is shown in Figure

L-3, and it should be noted that the center line and the

focus determine Bo , with the incident horizontal divergence

slit having no effect.  h is 146 mm so that B.  is 24'.

\.
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corner of the upright blank and given a sharp tap with a

hammer.  The blank usually splits nicely into two sections.

This process is continued until blanks of about 1 mm thick-

ness are attained. The coloration is removed by annealing

the crystals at 5400C for six hours in vacuum.  To bend the

crystals a rectangular piece sufficiently large to accom-
11modate 1" x 1  crystals is removed from the cylindrical

brass die formed according to Figure K-5.  The bending

is accomplished in warm water saturated with lithium

fluoride, and the bend is produced simply by uniform pres-

sure applied with the thumbs to the crystal placed against

the brass form. The bent crystal and die are then placed

against a rubber pillow in a screw press and heated to

about 175'C for twenty minutes, after which the apparatus

' is allowed to cool to room temperature and the crystal is

removed.  With this latter treatment the crystals are found

to conform well to the die surface indefinitely. The

crystals are mdunted with silastic on lucite rods which

fit into the goniometer head. How far this rod is inserted

into the goniometer head determines the vertical position

of the monochromator crystal.

The crystal used in the monochromator was chosen

from among three which appeared to have the most uniform

bends.  The choice was determined by which of the three

gave the best focusing properties. The crystal so chosen

is 1.5 mm thick. Figure K-6(a) shows cross sections of

the diffracted beam taken at the four-way slit of shaft

\
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E in Figure;;K-2,  and at four successive positions 3 cm

apart along the diffracted beam. The third photograph

is quite close to the sample position, and shows that there

is an attempt at focusing to a vertical line at the sample.

Beyond this there is also a tendency toward a horizontal

line focus, one of the desired properties. These photo-

graphs were taken with the four-way slit wide open, and

they clearly show the beam structure which is mentioned

in Appendix L. This structure was present with the other

two crystals and was unchanged when the old x-ray tube

was replaced with a new one. Thus, it most likely occurs

as a result of the crystal bending.  Figure K-6(b) shows

the beam cross section at the four-way slit and at the

sample position when the slit is closed down to its operat-

ing condition. Note that only the strong center line of

the beam structure is allowed through.

1.
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(a)  Slit at Monochromator Wide Open
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Appendix L. Instrument Resolution

Ie  Angular Divergences.

A. Introduction. As described in Appendix K, for a

point x-ray source, the monochromator system employed is

one    whi ch tends to bring the incident beam    to a vertical

line focus at the sample position, and a horizontal line

focus at the zero angle detector position with no sample

presente  Ideally, this geometry eliminates incident beam

vertical divergence, while in practice this divergence

is greatly reduced with respect to that obtained with

other geometries.

B.  Incident Horizontal Divergence. The lithium fluoride

monochromator crystal does not provide a vertical line

focus at the sample, but a focus of 1 mm width, a fact

which is due primarily to imperfect crystal bending and

no grinding, and to a lesser extent to a finite x-ray source

size and mosaic.spread of the -crys tal.  The beam reflected

sample

\
1 mrn

\

' incident horizontal
divergence slit

1       2       3

Li F crystal

Figure L-1. Diffraction Plane Section of Incident Bealti

i.
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give the geometry necessary for the determination of appro-

priate dimensions in this cross section.  Note from

Figure L-9a that

S. 1 - ze
8= 1,-s-le- &(11-le,= 12-e- s=e (Le 2)

d„ cosce-c, = 3  el C.05 C

d   s  1.Tr  81  5011__ -=    3:It  ek F__.1 (Le 3)IA Cosce-c) A 4 £03 e + Sine  taKe J

To determine tanc , observe that

8/.(91-eL) CosC = 3.A B. cos<4-S- c) = 2  B.cos(2e-C)

er et  =   cos ze +  sin le +anc =   zcos e (cos e + sine tanc)  - 1
Bo

_   )       s 2 cos <p/( 03.-el +,1 (L.4)cose + sne tanc 60

Therefore
-21„. 4 - elcose/iff ez-el) (L.5)

-

For Al

 A·  00  cos  6   =     d l   Cos  B

d 1 =    2  60  Sin  233   =    4   0. 514
e (L.6)cose

dn and di are taken to be a measure of the resolution

in reciprocal space parallel and perpendicular to the

  diffraction vector, respectively. It should be noted

in  (L.5)   that the factor  41 e' cose turns out to be the
A  2

\
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resolution associated with DHJ-DHL-BHL-BHJ, the cross

section for perfect focusing.  In terms of a dimension-

less reciprocal space, one has

As„= (*a„=  12.elcos e/f'* er-el  
8              (L.7)

651= 'ZA d .1.=  3:A Bo Sin e (Le8)

(L.7) gives the resolution for a constant diffraction

vector, but in the experimental arrangement 854  is in-

creased because of the 20 sweep motion and the channel

dwell time of the multichannel analyzer.  Let <6 and eb

be the angles associated with the endpoints of a particular

channel, and e. the midpoint.

eaa eo- 0 , eba 90+  4  28.-4 <le < 24+02 .

In terms of the dimensionless reciprocal space the length

: of the diffraction vector at each of the endpoints is

10 le
54=  I- sin ec = 3 - since.- 02)

(L*9)
Sb= 3A sineb= 3*514(eoft)

t

The resolution, 65 corresponding to a single channelH '

of data is

551= 56-sa + 6 As,tie, ,+ &iAs, ebl

=  32  [s,-le.. t)-  s,nce,- 48,3  + 9 (' ,*'9%  <p#) [cosce., t).90*(e,-ti]
Bo

= la Cos 8.Sin 02 + zael (     '     i) Cos e. coj *-A- 1+8323   1
BO

\
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or           & st=  la  ee:(   0'5 0,    1 [cost,  ·1*(1+ 81 -2 ) sin t]1 +  ez- el
'-.

00

= &5,;e.,[c«, 2 + 2461' eri 4) st'.4,4 (L.10)

If 12 is the 2 6 scan rate and 7 is the channel dwell time,

10 -  n.·r   *    0/1  =   3 1.7/4

In this experiment A = 6 /sec and 1.= 3  sec, so that
41=54; = .00122 radians. Since *'1    is so small,

COS <biz = 1 and sin*t= 44  .    (L.10)  then becomes

6 5; ,  c.     AS„(80)  F l  +    12   (1   +   ez-el)1,         9;               0.                                                                          (L.1 1)

Table L-1 gives the resolution for three different 29.

angles characteristic of the experiment. The values of

4,  e;.   ,    and  B.     used are those given in section   I   of   thi s

appendix.

leo , -e  cose0         85+Gol  - assea Asbej

46*000 0.049 0.025 0.040 0.017

77.000 0.042 0.021 0.033 0.028

107·900 0.031 0.016 0.025 0·036

Table L-1. Resolution in Reciprocal Space

III.  Angular Independence of the Scattering with Respect

to the Reciprocal Volume Element.  At the end of Appendix

A it is mentioned that in order to get the expressions for
\
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the measured intensities, it is necessary to multiply

the formulas derived there by the polarization factor

and the absorption factor, and then integrate over the

reciprocal volume element. That this integration does

not introduce any new 20  dependence is what is to be

proved. Since the reciprocal volume element is introduced

through this integration, and since it changes its shape

and size when 28  changes, such a proof shows that the

diffuse scattering is independent of the shape and size

of the reciprocal volume element.                         -

For the sake of argument assume that the monochro-

mator is perfect and thus provides a vertical line focus

at the sample. The effect in reciprocal space is shown

in Figure L-10.

/            Y
1

- 1I
8-3
2  /\

/                         X
1

r

tir- -_
8.     r 6

\

1,

Figure L-10. Reciprocal Volume Element for Perfect

                          Focusing.

\ -
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Any of the diffuse scattering terms are of the form Ddi,
-J

where S is the diffraction vector, and D  is the scattered

intensity per unit volume of reciprocal space at S  e .D

can be expressed  as the product' of I.(sA and 6(11 j where I.(5.1

is the incident intensity per unit angle as a function

of 11 -  I.21 as found in the literature is expressed in
A j

the  form of a constant * eis),  so  that  all  of the angular

dependence of I (51 is assumed to be introduced in <995)Meg.5

before the integration occurs.  This assumption is what

the following discussion proves:  If duj is a differential

volume element of the reciprocal volume element, the

differential of the diffuse scattering is

d I =   14€.1 /9(%) 51rs (L.12)

Integrate (L.12) over the reciprocal volume element, using

the (X,Y, Z) axes shown, where Z is out of the plane of the

figure. The vertical angular divergence, 3 , is to be
--

associated with·the Z direction, Each particular €o  (or  )

is  associated  with  a  slab of approximate  area CT  ezl('32 31= '* le&

at a specific value of Y. Assurne that for a given ll al,
varies slowly over this area. Then

81(y)=  IO Y) 6<Y) (4  Yez) 4 Y
(Le13)

where d (Y) is the value of £9(S) at the center of the

area 4 Mel.  for aparticulary , and I.LY) is now
the incident intensity. per  unit Y interval.

\
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1       -  62 y e,   I.cy) 6 (N) d YRecis -   Al-
(L.14)

=    4 Ve,  8 cy.3    i  I. cY,   8 Y

where it is assumed ·that ,£9(Y) varies so slowly with Y

that it can be taken outside the integral and given the

value it acquires at the center of the reciprocal volume

element. Removal of 6 from the integral implies the

neglect of divergence corrections.       If        I,CY) clY       is    inde-

pendent of 2 e , the integration over the reciprocal volume

element does not add any 2 e dependence to that already

present in•0, and it removes any such dependence in I.61 .

G,

2

  IJY, dY =    I(*1 di = cobstant , (L.15)- e,
1 -2

where the constant depends only on the divergence in the

incident beam. _IJY)  is a function of 2e, since a given

dY  corresponds to a different dn as 2e changes, but

its integral is not a function of 2 e .

Therefore I = (coAst.1 8(Y.1 (L.16)M el.5

and all of the 2 6 dependence occurs in oO .

\
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Appendix M.  Affect of Temperature and Pres sure Changes

on Absolute Intensity.

When absolute intensities are measured it is neces-

sary that all count rates be referred to the same atmos-

pheric temperature and pressure, since part of the beam

path is through  the   air. This allows for varia tions

in air absorption to be accounted fore The MCA scan

technique accomplishes this for a specific 28  scan inter-

val, but each such interval will have its own average

temperature and pressure, and it is because of this that

there must be correction to a reference temperature and

pressure.

In the scan procedure one scans over a specified

: region of reciprocal space in a time lessthan ten minutes,

which is short    comp ared    to the times characteristic    of

temperature and pressure variations. Thus, in any one

scan the count _rates at various reciprocal space positions

will be in the .prgper ratios with respect to one another.

However, if the temperature and pressure vary, the count

at a particular point during one pass will be different

from that at the same point at another time.  Let ni be

the count added to a channel during the ith pass, and

let there be N <passes in all. The count rate to be

associated with this channel is

i CR= -1- i n:
NT      im  i

'
(M.1)

\\
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where 'T  is the channel dwell time. In addition to

purely statistical fluctuations the 4  differ from one

another because of pressure and temperature variations.

Le.t no  be the number of counts which would be added to

a channel during the l pass at temperature To and· th

BIC
pressure Po . If -- is, the corre sp onding rel ative

I.

change in the beam intensity

n p  n i (1 +ALL) ·(M.2)

Then if
N                       N

CRcorrade,1  -1- 2 noi 2  38__ - ii,  . hiNT i=I 1 +  Al          ,       '-1
Id          1 +   Al

Io

NN

(l t   Al )  2   hol=    .2   no. (1 +  &  1 (M.3)
Ie   i=I         i=I

Let n. be the expected count to be added to the cliannel

at  P= P. and  T =To . As far as statistical fluctuations

are concerned -
--N--               N AI
(1+ All Z n.· =(1+ AI) I no = Nn. (1+-r)4 i=I 4   1=/

N                  N

tin'.. (1  +    &1:)     =       g       n o(   1  +     81:2)
i=,                                1= 1

N
From. (M.3) 1+ AI = 1- 1 (1+ bli  (M.4)

I.                     N       i=,                       I.

CRcorrected      then is obtained from C Rcorr= CR/(1+  )  .

at
-L is determined from continuous temperature and

N

pressure charts.  Thus, the sum 61= 1 2 Si  must belo N w, I#
\

fl
04
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changed to an integral.

d (511 z- - -1 6 Ilt)     d f
10 N IO 6+

where  At   is  the  time for one pass  and  Nat= t+ is

the total time for all passes.

t,

Al   _    1    5      Al il)  d tTherefore
Io -  t, 0

10 (M.5)

(M.5) can be expressed in terms of relative pressure

and temperature changes.

-(*ex 41I = 1,e *       T  =    -  (  up·1 x  J
p

(M.6)

E,x, and e  are the mass absorption coefficient,
P

path length of the x-ray beam, and density, respectively,

for air, the absorbing medium. Assume air to be a

perfect gas. This   has been shown   to   be   a  good as sunp tion

-                                        (22)
as far as the effects on x-ray absorption are concerned.

P \14   b RT  =*    p  =   9 RT  =-  8-    AM   T  =   Q P T
W M V (Me 7)

where R is the universal gas constant

h is the number of moles

M is the molecular weight

a is a constant= E-   at S.Top.
PT

P  =           P-*     d p -        d.ft   -        P       d T    =         f_    (   dE  -    d,1 \
(Me8)aT aT QTt QT P  T)

\.
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dI
Therefore ·T= -(81 ip (dp - 21) (M.9)

P QT P T

With the vacuum chamber in place x =   30.6 cm.

/U.
47 141, =   \1"Na( lw + WOL (8 10 +  WAr Cup') Ar (M.10)

The  w ts are the relative compositions by weight. Taking

WN,  .78, Wol= •21, \NAr= .01, ( ,N= 7.52,( 6=   11.5, and
(81.= 123 cm2/g for CuKa radiation, one obtains (al  -
P Ar p    Qi r

9.51  cm2/g. The values  of x  ,      ,  and a , together with -

a conversion of pressure to inches of mercury .and tempera-

ture to IF, give

d i   _        3.43  P                         8 9              AT- C --         ,
T  -  - *7.81.1 + 273          P          T+

459.4 (M*11)

The lab temperature was maintained at about 72'F, but

on extremely hot days a maximum of 74'F would be reached

in the late afternoon, with a minimum of 70IF being

attained the next morning. Therefore, the reference

temperature To is-taken to be 72'F, and the maximum pos-

sible deviation from To is 1 2FIc A survey of pressures

for the year preceeding the data accumulation showed a

mean of about 30.20 inches, a low pressure of 29.40 inches,
' and a high af 30.85 inches.  Po is taken to be 30.20

inches, and the .maximum possible deviation from Po  is

about & 0.80 inches.  With P=Po  and T=T.  , (M.11) becomes

i 4I- = -(.3511 (dp   - .11_3
I. 30.1 531.4 /

(M. 12)

\
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j( )T  =  0.12%  for a 0.1 inch pressure change and
1,81

. 1(-Clpl
= 0.07%  for a 1 FI temperature change.  Thus,

 I

To= (07*,6-3) di_
(1.zx,83)dp (M.13)

when AT is in Fo and aP is in tenths of inches. (M.13)

gives the intensity change due to variation of air ab-

sorption along the path length. There was also found to

8Ibe a temperature dependence of -4 which was observed

for temperature changes too small to allow the effect

of the absorption change to be noticed. The count rate

was found to increase when the room temperature decreased

and vice versa. This is attributed to temperature varia-

tions of the detector system efficiency, and can be accounted

for by adding to (M.13) a term -(1.9 x 10-3)dT .  Then

dI   =   -(Li x 163)(dT  + d e l
10                                    (Me 14)

Thus. 1(4 ),1=1(5 )p| = 0.12% for a 0.1 inch pressure change

and a 1 Fo temperature change; respectively.  It has been

stated that in the laboratory T = T. 1 20 as amaximum tem-

perature interval, and P=Pok 0.80 iriches as a maximum

pressure interval. If these limits were reached during

a single run, then count rates at the same reciprocal

space position at the times corresponding to these limits

would be different.

1(JI.),1 0.48%  for a 4 Fo temperature change.

1(dl)7 1 1.92%  for a 1.60 inch pressure change.

\
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These changes, especially that due to pressure,
61are not negligible, but since it is the average T for

an   entire   run  whi ch   is of interest, the effect   can   turn

out to be negligible.  It depends on how pressure and

temperature vary with time during the run.  From (M.5)

and (M.14) one has

t+

6I = - .1.2 x10-3 F [AT(t) + AP(,1] dt
1. tt

JO
(M.15)

where 6T is  measured  in  Fo  and AP in tenths of inches.

(M.15) is calculated by use of Simpson's rule with a

time interval between measurements of AT and BP of one

houre That is

tt

S   ful dt   =   4  I f. + 4  +  4(4 + f, +... +  f.-,1    +  2(gl 4  4+---4.2.11   6+    ,

0

where  At = it *   1  hour,  and h   is  an even integer.
n

.-

\
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Frequencies

From Appendix A the first order scattering is

I tg'
= e        E (5·Eis')2 Eiii

-1-1 M

s P               -2 (2 1  M,£       3                  W                      3 +9 - -4
(N.1)

-a  -+
For S along [1111, S·etito  only for j corresponding

+ -I

to the longitudinal mode, for which S  and eij  are paral-

lel. Then

r l -+11'
5151   -    Aeinelz 1:1€ 2 J heulkr

(N.2)
EM \.-   '.1),1*1 - 1BP      k          c

le
where A= -12(#ikT    =   7.856 x 1017,  if 5Ae is expressed

1 in l-1, and T= 295IK.

To. determine .0 41 one first determines (11*31 ,B p   / Meas      p

and then subtracts (52 Issher  to get (It/Bpl . which
BP Cak. IA€AS  

is then set equal to (N. 2)

(  3,   )         __      A <sine ,   r _-L   f   il E (N 3)B P 'Meas- -A' Lex-,

where  AP'Ae) = Arel"(5,2'1   and  X= Als     .    Thus,  for  each  5129kT

value of interest, X  must satisfy the equation

C (5129 )  X  =      e* - \       f
  (N.4)

where
C, %9) =   ( iti'1-'9/ A ate),.   1

The frequency determination has been made for the

\
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original  [1113 .data, for which the exit horizontal diver-
gence was slightly larger than that for later data. The

appropriate values of B and k are 3.99 x 10-21.and 0..86,
respectively.  (N.4.) is solved for x graphically by
determining the intersection of the curve Y = £24 + 4

with    the    line    ((31 e) x for each sine/k  value.  The

resulting frequencies, along with the neutron results,

plotted against the reduced, dimensionless wave vector

are shown in Figure N-1. The dispersion curves fall

below that of the neutron data, and they should all coin-

cide, since they are supposed to represent the same disper-

sion curve. Each curve is asspciated with the reciprocal

space traversal indicated, and it is seen that the shape

of   the two curves   for   the   (111)    to (222) travers al   is

quite similar to the shape of the corresponding two

curves associated with the (222) to (333) traversal. The

two curves for a traversal between reciprocal lattice
-

points, however,. are quite different, and this is due to

the asymmetry in the measured count rate.

\
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' Appendix 0. Switch Settings for a Typical TDS Run

The use of the 128 channel analyzer in conjunction

with the diffractometer 20 scans has been described in

detail in the literature.(16)  The switches which control

the operation of the analyzer are shown clearly in Appendix

K, Figure K-2. S, is the start switch, the signal from

which causes the analyzer to start in channel zero during

operation in the multiscaling mode.  SZ is the stop switch,

which must be closed after the. completion of a cycle and

before the initiation of the next cycle by the start

switch, which otherwise causes the multiscaling to start

in any channel at random.  S3 is the hold switch, whose

signal causes the analyzer to suspend multiscaling while

the 2 e  high angle turn around occurs. The   2 e     high

and low angle turn around switches on the diffractometer

control the diffractometer's cycling.

In operatior4 channels 1 through 62 collect data for

increasing 20 , while channels 63 through 124 collect data

for decreasing 2e .  When the start switch is closed,

channel zero is activated and the analyzer remains there

for the prescribed dwell time, but no data is accumulated.

i This time delay has to be allowed for in order that channel

1 correspond to the desired angular interval.  The hold

switch is set so as to be closed just when channel 62

jumps to channel 63.  After the high angle turn, which is

accomplished while the hold is on, the multiscaling then

\
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starts at the beginning of channel 63.  Throughout several

days of running, the switch settings are found to vary in

such a way that the hold occurs at the end of channel 62

plus or minus 6% of one channel.  Thus, channels 63 to 124

coincide well with channels 62 to 1, and a folding of the

data can be carried out.  Channels 125 to 127 are discarded.

The chosen 2e sweep speed of 20 per minute, and the

chosen channel dwell time of 8.33 seconds dictate that

the angular interval covered for 62 channels is 17.22'

20, while the 20 interval per channel is 0.28'.  When

turn around time is included, each cycle requires about

nineteen minutes to complete. Table 0-1 shows the desired

and actual angular settings for a representative data

run between the (200) and (300) recirr ocal lattice points.

Occurrence Desired 2e Position Actual 20 Position

Low Angle Turn 37.860 37.820
Stop Off 38.420
Start On 38.870 38.870
Start Off                     -               39.800
Hold On 56.370 56.370
High Angle Turn  - 56.570 560469
Hold Off 56.370 56,37'
Start On 39.530
Start Off 38.650
Channel Run Out 38.310 38.31U
Stop On 38.010 38.040

Table 0-1. Angular Settings    for a Typical    Data   Run

i

1
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Appendix  P.   'Ion  Bombardment and Sputtering

The lead samples had to be ion bombarded and sput-

tered in order to produce surfaces which would not oxidize.

The chamber used for this purpose was designed and built

by Mr. John Beaver.  The main part of the apparatus con-

sists of a glass envelope containing two electrodes, the

upper one carbon, and the lower an aluminum dish in which

the sample is placed. The general setup is shown in

Figure P-1.  A coil surrounds the· entire apparatus and

is used to produce a magnetic field along the axis of the

tube.  The polarities shown apply to the case when the

chamber is used for sputtering. An argon atmosphere

is maintained at a pressure of about 20-30 microns. The

sputtering operation is used when it is desired to cover

the sample with a thin carbon layer in order to protect

the surface from oxidation.  With the 400 V applied as

shown argon ions are accelerated toward the carbon elec-

: trode, where carbon atoms are knocked out and sprayed

throughout the tube.  A covering should slowly be built

upon the sample. If both the polarities are reversed,

the system is in the ion bombardment configuration.  The

sample then is bombarded with argon ions in the hope that

any surface contamination will be removed.

In practice, after the sample i s placed into its

proper location, the system is pumped down to about .002

microns for a day or so. This causes the removal of a

.
\.
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Figure P-1. lon Bombardrhent and Sputtering Chamber
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kerosene surface layer which is applied to protect the

crystal from oxidation during transfer from the acid

polishing apparatus to the chamber. Argon gas is then .

allowed to flow through the chamber at such a rate that

about a 20-30 micron pressure is maintained. The sample

is first ion bombarded for about an hour, after which the

polarities are reversed, and sputtering is carried on

for about eight hours. During the bombardment process

the discharge emits a bright violet light, while during

sputtering at the same pressure the emitted light is

much more subdued. Upon removal from .the chamber the

crystal is always found to have a shiny surface which can

be maintained indefinitely if the sputtering time is

about the eight hours mentioned above. If the sputtering

time is only one hour or so, the surface will be oxidized

after having been exposed overnight to the air.

-

\
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